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response to the Japanese appeal is
to result in some
estrangement of the traditional friendship between the United States and Japan."
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DESTROYED.

Chambery, France, May 22. Military engineers blasted into fragments
today the loose peak of a mountain
consisting: of 86,000 cubic feet of rock,
which had threatened to fall and de- PROGRESSIVE
stroy at tiny' moment the village of
SENATORS

RE-

LAWS.

NULLIFICATION

GOVERNCENTRAL
SHOULD MAKE CALI-

Lormery.
The village had been in danger
from a slide ever since its foundation
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22.

CHARITY DOESN'T

INVESTIGATING A RIOT.
Globe, Ariz., May 22. The riot at
Miami, Ariz.-- 10 days ago resulting
in the death of Jose Perez, a Mexican,
has brought forth a formal inquiry
by the Mexican government. A message received today from Governor
Hunt at Phoenix, was to the effect

Sv.anson, chairman of div.
which framed the resolution
authorizing a broad investigation of
the condition of the West Virginia
coal fields, was ready today with the
report in favtr of such au iLquiry.
that an explanation of the killing of
The resolution closely resembled that
.
a Mexican citizen has been demanded
of Senator Kern, who led the fight in
the senate for an investigation.
by the Mexican consul at El Paso,
Senator Kern, however, announced PHILANTHROPIC
IN
ST. Texas.
CLUB
before the senate met that his resoSheriff Haynes replied that as two
LOUIS GIVES
DISHWASHERS
lution would go over until Monday
Americans and one Swede also had
STARVATION WAGES
when he expected It would be passed.
been attacked in the riot, it was eviThe senator believes the
dent there was no antipathy against
tee to be appointed under the resolu THE SENATE INVESTIGATES Mexicans in particular, and that the
tion will go to West Virginia next
men accused of the murder of Perez
week.
would be placed on trial here tomorMAKES
HE row.
MANAGER ADMIT
TAKES NO INTEREST IN WEL
At the time of the rioting it was
Conspiracy Is Disclosed.
Charlestown, W. Va., May 22. ft
FARE OF EMPLOYES
reported that Americans had been
became known this afternoon that
trying to drive Mexicans out of MiGovernor Hatfield, before he ordered
ami.
the release today of 12 military pris SAYS MEALS ARE VALUABLE
oners, had secured a great deal of
MANY STATES REPRESENTED
information to uphold his contention BY DEDUCTING
Washington, May 22. Thirty-threTHE COST OF
that a revolutionary conspiracy exists
states, with a population of approxiTHESE HE ACCOUNTS FOR
in the Paint Creek and Cabin Creek
mately 75,000,000, comprising more
SCANTY SALARIES
coal districts. According to the story,
than 75 per cent of Continental United
the governor will present this eviStates, are represented at a meeting
dence, some of which is said to be In
St. Louis, May 22. The state sen- of the general educational committee
the form of confessions, to the senate ate wage investigation committee to- of the National Drainage congress
committee should it come to West day inquired into the wages paid to here today.
Virginia to investigate the coal strike women dishwashers employed at the
and the activities of the military. City club, a social organization. Floyd
Governor Hatfield refused to discuss J. Sloan, manager of the club, testi
this phase of the situation.
fied that he did not concern himself
as to the personal welfare of the dishwashers. The club, he said, has a
BLOOD OF
membership of 1,000 business and professional men and its civic purpose is
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
the general betterment of mankind, STORM KANSAS CITY JAIL IN AN
:
;
"Being a philanthropic organization,"
EFFORT TO LYNCH MAN OF

AT

HOI

SECRET

NOTHING

ABOUT STEEL
DEALINGS
PRESIDENT OF THE CORPORATION
SO DECLARES, TESTIFYING
IN TRUST CASE

it

as a cluster of huts in the middle TO ELECT NEXT CONGRESS
ages. A charge of 900 pounds of dynamite was used for the explosions.
The villagers removed all their port- EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO BRING
SUCCESS TO THE G. O. P. ,
able property to the neighboring hills.
.
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IRISH KERO DEAD.
New Bedford, Mass., Nay 22. CapCONCILIATION
MEETING
REFERENDUM NOT APPROVED tain (Jeorge S. Anthony, who as com- A
mander of the bark Catalpa rescued
six Fenian prisoners from a Tiritish
BODY REPRESENTING
BULL MOOS-ERMIKADO'S
REPRESENTATIVES
penal colony in Australia in 1876,
WILL
CONFER WITH
THINK COAST STATE
WILL
died today. The Catalpa sailed ostenAPPROVE NEW STATUTE.
STANDPATTERS
sibly for a whaling voyage, and, after cruising about for several months,
Tokio, May 22. The reply of the made a dash for the Australian coast,
Washington, May 22. Republican
United States government to a Japan- took the prisoners on. board and car- senators at a conference today ap
ese protest in regard to the Califor- ried them to New York.
pointed a committee of five to confer
with members of the house on tht
nia alien land ownership legislation,
in that it does not involve any violaadvisability of an early joint caucus
to organize a congressional campaign
tion of the treaty between the. United

e
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LINES AND CAN COM- -.
PANY GOT CHEAP RATES BECAUSE OF BIG PURCHASES
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THE
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RECORDS

PROVE THE STATEMENT
New York, May 22.

James Ai Far-rel- l,
president of the United States
Steel corporation, took the witness
stand today for
in
tbe hearing of the government suit to
dissolve the corporation
under the
ECHOES DEUAN
HESSENOE
anti-truSherman
was first
He
law.
States and Japan, has caused great
establish
and
committee,
headquarters
questioned by Judge Dickinson, coundisappointment in official and other
organize for the coming congressional election.
circles here. The Japanese foreign
BLACK sel for the government, on the pricej
lists published by the corporation'
The senators named were Gal'.lnger,
ofrice considers it unsatisfactory, as
subsidiaries. He reiterated that by?
Townsend, Norris Jones and Clarke of
it does not mention any intention on
means of these lists "it Is generally
the part of the government at Wash- JAMES WINTRESS SUCCESSFULLY Wyoming. Senator Galllnger presidtrue that our prices are known to the
ed at the conference, which was atHOLDS OFF FOUR HIGHWAYington to take official steps to nulli
trade."
asked
Governor
ideutenant
31
act
tended by
Painter,
MEN IN NEW, YORK
fy the
senators, among them
passed by the California
THEIR RACE
Washington, May 22. Senate: In
"Did the United Stales Steel cor
"did your oganization never consider
Snators Cummins, Sherman and Nor- session 2 p. m.
legislature.
The Japanese foreign minister is
New York, May 22. James T.
ris, a progressive republican. It was
Action on Kern,
West Virginia the welfare of the women employes?"
Kansas City, May 22. A mob of poration have a secret agreement
"No, sir," was the reply.
a bank messenger, gave battle the prevailing opinion that the cam- strike investigation resolution deferurging upon Viscount Chinda, Japan500 negroes surrounded the Flora ave- with the Hariman lines by which they
"And that Is a club where the presi nue police station in the negro quar- were given preference prices?" asked
ese ambassador at Washington, the in the street today to four highway- paign to elect a republican congress red until Monday.
necessity of pressing the Japanese men who leaped into his carriage and in 1914 should begin at once, and that
House: Not in session. Meets at dent, vice president, members of con ter of the city howling for the death the government attorney.
"There was no secret agreement,"
the
to
wrest
should
be
gress and other distinguished visitors of Wesley Robinson, one of their race,
the
from
him
committee
payinterpretation of the American-Japanes- e
campaign
noon Friday.
attempted
are invited to make addresses?"
roll of the Nathan Manufacturing com- coomposed of representatives and sen-- !
treaty.
who last night confessed, the police said Mr. Farrell. A great many, knew
of the agreement. There were con"Yes."
ators, the plan already adopted by the
Secretary of State Bryan's proposal pany.
say, to slaying his wife and daughter
tracts between the Harriman lines and
"What do you think would be a fair witt a hatchet last
to refer the question to a referendum
Resisting their efforts to subdue democrats at the suggestion of Presi- MEXICAN CONGRESS
Saturday night
womfen to
in the state of California is not re- him with a rifle, a revolver and dent Wilson. The conference tOso de- price for a
After a deterimned stand by the cut companies and, the sales were dis'
t
tributed broadcast among our salesearn?"
ceived with favor here, as the result clubs, he fought to such good, purpose veloped the unanimous opinion
that
police the negro was hustled though
GETS 1.1 A WRANGLE "Seven-fift.
a week."
is considered doubtful.
that he Baved the money, although lie publicity headquarters should be open-watl1i mob ic a. motor car and carried men."
V":Vrfret conever
"Bid
have
No Thought of War.
"And you pay- only five?"
shot in the arm and his scolp laid cd and the campaign committer formyou
to police headquarters
The negroes,
ed at once. It was planned U- call
The war talk emanating from Eu- open with a blow from a club.
"Yes, but we give them two meals armed with clubs, assailed the poiiye tract with the American Can comMATTER OF THE PROPOSED of
THE
better food than they could afford station and one of them demanded pany?"
Policemen heard the shooting and the joint caucus next week.
rope and reaching Japan by cable la
LOAN CAUSES
$100,000,000
to buy themselves."
not understood In official and other ran to Wintress' aid. At their appeal Senators who attended said that the
"They were given a price lower than
that Robinson be turned over for
BITTER DEBATE
"Do you dock your employes for be- them to "deal with.'
circles here. The atmosphere is calm ance the highwaymen fled. One cC meeting was harmonious, and that
A squad of other buyers, but that is because they
are large buyers," replied the witand great reserve is shown.
them was shot by a bluecoat; anoJier was indicated by the appointment on
ing late?"
heavWy armed police was seni to the
Mexico City, Maj- 22. The discusness. He did not consider the agree"No."
Some of the newspapers have be- was captured after a thrilling chase, the conference committee of bcih old
but
before
it
the
arrived
station,
sion of the remaining article of the
"For missing a day when they are emissary of the mob had been thrown ment secret. lie added that with
line and progressive senators.
gun to speak out more free'iy. The two of them escaped.
bill authorizing the issue by the Mex- sick?"
There was discussion of the action
leading daily newspaper, the Osaka
into the street and the precinct pa some changes the contract had been
ican government of a loan of $100,000,-C0renewed since the filing of the present
of the democrats in cancelling pairs
FOUR MEN KILLED.
Mainishi, finds amusement in what
"Yes, if we have to employ some trolmen were in control.
at six per cent has developed a one in their
it calls the American fear of Japanploces."
Sacramento, Calif., May 22. Four for executive sessions, and it wa deJennie Hill, a negress whom in his suit.
which
ese aggression. It says:
"These dishwashers are nothing to confession Robinson is said to' have
"I know of no reason why there
men were killed and one probably cided that each republican 'senator hitch in the chamber of deputies
of the
may delay the completion
"All Japan wants for the Japanese fatally injured in an explosion today should take care of his own case.
you but so much flesh and blood that implicated in the murders, was con- should be secrecy about prices," ha
is equal treatment with white men. at Iceland, near Truckee, Calif. The
you can buy for so much a day?" ask- fined in the women's cell in the same continued. "I know cf no contracts
The conciliation committee cf pro- transaction. ,
The charge was reiterated by many ed Senator Wilson.
men
tiacitwere
Japan's progress has reached the
gressive republicans named by Seua- employed in double
police station. Her screams could be made with anybody that might not
deputies at last night's session that
" '
be made with anybody else for largo
"Yes."
point where she will no longer con- ing contsruction work on the South-- ; tor Sherman as the result of the
the best offer for the loan had not Sloan testified that the dishwashers heard above the mob's cries. A dozen
sent to discrimination being shown
Pacific. Dynamite used in blast-- cent Chicago conference to urge a
quanties."
two
or
about
remained
the
negroes
been accepted by the Mexican gov
N
In an effort to refute the testimony
national convention next fall, will
get $5 a week and two meals a day, station making threats.
against her subjects."
ing exploded prematurely.
was made
The assertion
ernment.
which he estimated to be worth $3.50
moot here tomorrow to plan for the
The general hope is expressed here
of the witnesses that prices had conthat the minister of war, General a week.
that the reply sent from Washington
sistently declined "since the organiza- - j
executive
meeting of the national
Manuel Mondragon, had negotiated a
tiou of the corporation," Judge Dickinis not America's final word, especial- JAPANESE
Sloan testified after two married wo- PRESBYTERIAN
committee here Saturday.
!!PEI;CE
BODIES
better offer. A resolution was then men had told the committee
son questioned him on au exhibit
Senators Cummins, Jones and Craw-fo- r
ly as the United States government
they
rassed
by the deputies to call him to worked as dishwashers from 8 a. m.
the course of prices in
dand Representative Crompton will
by its intervention in California inshewing
S SEBiGilSLY ILL ret
READY TO ADJOURN
the chamber and ask him for a to 5 p. m. and that
Mr. Farrell conced-tha- t
had to walk
for the conciliation committee and
spired the belief here that it would
products.
they
declaration on the subject. At 10 o'- from their homes to the City club ,be1904
between
of
and 1910, before
m
measures
dccMn
behalf
the
how
to
action
of
the
adopt strong
lay
clock last night the deputies declared cause
the suit was filed, there had been a
could not afford to pay
the Japanese.
fiULEF'S DISEASE IS Di AGNOSED n.t-ir-- o
they
conference before the exeSOUTHERN BRANCH TAKES UP
the chamber in permanent session un- car fare.
constant decline in many products.
It is believed in Japan that the
TODAY AS INFLAMMATION
cutive, committee.
LEW-INCONSIDERATION
OF
settled.
been
matter
had
til
the
Some, of them had advanced in vari-OF THE LUNGS
difficulty will eventually be settled
CHURCH COUNCIL.
Provisional President Huerta had in
ous years, he conceded, while otter i
by diplomacy, but the question of
A
ROYAL
WEDDING
NEW CUBIST PAINTINGS.
the meantime sanctioned the accepthow Japan is to proceed next is a
products were higher in 1910 than in i
Tokia, May 22. Emperor Yoshihito!
22. The gathering of
San Francisco, May 22. Members ance of the offer of a loan by French
Ga., May 22. AVith much
Atlanta,
May
Berlin,
190!. Mr. Farrell called attention that i
puzzle to the authorities. Japan is a of Japan was taken ill today. The. of
the Bohemian club who can not financiers which had been agreed to three emperors, those of Germany, of the business attendant upon the in 3911
and 1312 prices were, how- - f
to
Amerin
the
that
technicalities
attendance
cf
declare
stranger
physicians
and who are proud of it, will yesterday by the members of the Prussia and the British dominions
Presbyterian Pentecost already dis- ever,
all lower.
ican laws, and does not see her way he is suffering from inflammation of paint
j
practically
hold an exposition June 4 of cubist cabinet, and also in principle by the for the wedding on Saturday of Prin posed of, commissioners to the North"We don't take those years into
clear to, take the initiative in a law the lungs.
cess Victoria Louise and Prince Er- ern, Southern and United assemblies
art The success in New York of the deputies.
consideration because we think some
suit, while national patriotism preEmperor Yoshihito is in a state of
BoheGeneral Mondragon, the war minis- nest August of Cumberland has made entered today's sessions determined
encouraged
vents a formal request that naturali high fever. Eight court physicians
things began to happen after the filmians who have never drawn any- ter, in reply to an interpellation In the German capital the center of Eu- to wind up the official program as
ing of this bill," commented Judga
zation be granted, which would mean are in constant attendance.
but a salary to try their hands. the chamber of deputies, refuted the ropean interest.
speedily as possible.
Dickinson "and the Stanley couimitteet
The emperor caught a slight cold on thing
the virtual expatriation of Japanese
Crowded out by routine business
Besides the great rulers, the only
For the past fortnight 50 of the charges brought by some of the memalso was investigating the Steel cor- - 1
May 18, but it was announced that very latest, cubists have
subjects.
"
daughter of Emperor at her marriage again yesterday, the discussion of
been hard bers.
1
Public opinion seems to be In favor his indisposition was unimportant and
poration in 1911."
at
with
floor
of finance had not is to be surrounded by such a gath- withdrawal from the Federal Council
and
furniture
minister
it
The
paint
actiof a demand for naturalization as the that lie would soon resume his
availed himself of the best offer for ering of princes and princesses as of Churches of Christ in America by
HE DIED BRAVELY
most feasible means of satisfying vities. Tonight the nation was shock- varnish.
the Southern assembly was today one
Jus"Justice"
Court
the 100,000,00O loan. The ..session rarely has been brought together.
by
Supreme
ofMacon, Ga., May 22. After bravely i
ed by the issuance of this official bulJapanese prestige. The opinion in
Extensive precautions have been of the most interesting features of
will show a waterfall of was adjourned today without final
it
ficial circles is that the nation has letin from the imperial palace signed tice Melvin,
facing for a week the inevitable
taken for the safety of the royal per that body's deliberations.
on the loan bill.
revised
over
whitewash
the
taken
action
being
tumbling
of his mistake in taking a tablet
been led to expect some action by by the eight court physicians:
statutes. He believed it to be the
sonages, the Prussian police being as- of bichloride of mercury, B. Sanders
"The emperor, who has been suffer-inWashington, and, if iotking should be
sisted by large bodies of Russian and!
ever
most
attemptno SUNDAY SHAVES.
confusing
painting
a young Maccn banker, died
done from that quarter the Japanese
WILSON MAKES NOMINATIONS.
from a slight cold, developed inWalker,
British detectives, while ike soldiers
ed. Courtney Ford will show Alaska
New York, May 22. Six commit-a- this
22. President
- f,f
at 1:35 o'clock.
May
Washington,"
public, which has remained calm and flammation of the lungs today. Wo
morning
the stations and lining the routes tee8 representing all the boss barbers
before the gold fish.
made the following
Members of the family gathered af.
Wilson today
dignified, is liable to become greatly do not consider his condition justifies
loaded
j,,, xew York and Brooklyn, after a his bedside several days ago, when t
Collector of internal of the royal procession carry
nominations:
irritated. One official said today:
great anxiety, but his temperature is
rifles.
lonp-lhpnnfprpnrift riertiflert pftrW to the doctors announced there was n
UNDERGROUND
MAIL SYSTEM.
revenue for the District of Co'iorado,
"Foreigners say that the Japanese high."
to the demands of the
to
accede
day
are
and super-prouhope for him. When the end uearofl, j
.Washington, May 22. Insta'ion Mark A. Skinner; commissioner genbarbers, with Walker gave no signs cf fjiachinrr, but.
THE
A.
journeymen
striking
BILL.
TARIFF
of
mail
ol
in
This may be true. We do not care
the subways
service
TRIED TO LYNCH NEGRO
eral of immigration, Anthony
Washington, May 22. The tariff the exception of a four hour differ- met death with
for the material losses incurred. The
of California.
Hiawatha, Kansas, May 22.- - A sec-en- New York City and Brooklyn and in
The following were nominated by fight in the senate moved another ence in the working week and recogpresent issue strikes us on our most
attempt by a band of men from the tunnels which connect New York
,
SUT TRAC-TT- C
13
vulnerable point, name'iy, our nation- Falls City, Neb., to lynch Walter B. City with Jersey City and Hoboken President Wi'tson for postmasters: J. step today when Senator Penrose nition of the union. This means that
) I
s
al honor, and any attack on that is Allow, a negro held in jail here is under" consideration by the posiof-fic- e F. Kelley, Aberdeen, S. D.; A. H. made ready to bring up his resolution al! shops will be closed on Sunday.
London, I'sy 227 .
n
I
like plunging a dagger into our vit- charged with an attack upon Mrs. Anmilitant suTfiactfe
department.
Buie, Ennis, Texas; Cassius L. Byrne, for printing and circulating among
manufacturers the list of tariff quesSTEAMER HITS A MINE
was cl i- - I W i
A committee consisting of Second Ardmore, Okla.
als.
na Keller of Falls City last Sunday
i
tion proposed by Senator LaFolIette.
"Of course it is idle to talk of war, night, was frustrated ' early today by Assistant Postmaster
i
General StewSmyrna, Asia Minor, May 22. The trate at Can bm't e tc I i
A
composed of Sena- French liner Senegal lies beached on iously s Y t r - t
but I think that in justice to the Sheriff Moore and Undersheriff Bart-low- , art, Postmaster Edward Morgan of
STOREY IS MARRIED.
stone and Williams the harbor front here today, half of dence there on M
17
who repulsed an attack upon the New York and1 Elijah M. Morris, suMay 22. William tors Simmons,
Japanese it should be pointed out
San Francisco,
serof
the
the peo jail, in the course of which the door perintendent of the railway mail
that
Benson Storey, Jr., of Chicago, vice was ready to propose a substitute list one side torn out by the accidental suited li ' t
quiet expectancy
t
pie Is more important than the irre- was battered down with a heavy log vice at New York, was appointed to- president of the Atchison, Topeka as an amendment Senator Simmons explosion of a mine 03 she- was leav- housft and to one ft t
f
, i, i, i
'i
sponsible war talk indulged in by the of wood, and window panes broken day to submit to the pootmaster
and Santa Fe, and Miss Laura B. Roe was ready to flgreo to the plan of ing port yesterday. The explosion labor:1 toil
a report with recommendations of this city, wore marrietl here yes- sending cut questions if the substi- was a terifio one, instantly kiUin.-- five was il itrjf-f-i ti 0' a a
jingoes last month. If the Ameri- and walls scarred by a fusillode of
tute was agreed to.
cans understand this they wfil like- n( i1
th
on the project.
persons and fatally injury His hh-iooei f i in
r
terday.
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tage in some cases, it would1 not be of the hills or mountains, and on the day of Ap
181S, in which Miguel
to plant them for this pur- south by the north boundary of the Tenorio,
advisable
CAN
acting
attorney in fact for
pose.
said Pueblo League, and is known in Manuel Martin and'- - AJatias Martin
Beet Tops. In sections where sug- the record and will be so called here-atfe- who were the sons of 'iiiego Rafael
ar beets are grown, the tops are ofas the "Tenorio Tract." '
Martin, and grandsons of su'TbAnto- ten put into the silo with good suc7. I find that the said Garcia de la nio Martin, by which it was atten.v
cess. They must be well tramped to Mora tracts is claimed
by defendant ed to convey to the Pueblo de Taos
avoid spoiling, and are not relished Pueblo under instruments dated about Indians the
lands described as folso much by animals as the corns and June 13, 17S5, and
April 26, 1816, and lows: "A place called the Rinconadita
sorghums.
an alleged deed dated April 13, ISIS, del Rio Lucero, and its boundaries are
Roots. As for the. root crops, there
being Exhibits 2, 4, 6, 9 and 10 cf north of the Arroyo Seco; south where
EXis nothing gained by putting them Pueblo de
COLLEGE
AGRICULTURAL
Taos, all bearing different the league that the king gives said
into a silo, as they can be preserved dates, and all of which were offered Pueblo
INTERESTING
PERT WRITES
ends; east by the foot of the
or covered over In holes dug in the in
ARTICLE ON THE SUBJECT.
support of the Pueblo de Taos con- mountains, and west by the lands of
ground and when fed in this way tention that it la the owner of the said the same grantee." Pueblo de Taos
article on silos, make just as good feed.
The following
Garcia de la Mora tracts.
Eihibit 4. But there is nothmfc to
Rape. This crop is not proven to
which was written by H. H. Simpson
8.
I find that the title claimed by show that said Tenorio had any auof; the New Mexico College of Agri- be a success, as the stalks are too the said Pueblo de Taos, if any title thority to act as such attorney in
culture and Mechanic Art, will lie o watery, causing it to sour and a'iso at all, was derived from Captain Se- fact.
interest to all of the farmers of San to decay more or 'less.
bastian Martin, who, it is alleged,
I find that if the Pueblo de Taos
Russian Thistles. As this weed is claimed the lands some time
Miguel and adjoining counties:
io derived any title to the lands claimed
prior
in some sections, a the dates of these several instruments
If a larger per cent of the feed so persistent
by it, is was derived through the alraised in New Mexico were put into great many attempts have been made and I find that there is no proof suf- leged grant above referred to, made
silos and fed to live stock, especially to utilize it in some way. It has been ficient to establish any title in the to said Antonio Martin, and there is
dairy cattle, it would undoubtedly he tried to some extent in the silo, but said Captain Sebastian Martin in or to nothing to show that it is the same
one of the greatest factors in settling the best that can be said for it Is that any of the lands described within the land alleged to have been granted to
up the land of the state and it furnishes a means of subsistence said instruments, and that there is said Antonio Martin, butl do find
At pres- to animals during a time of drouth or
the cattle.
improving
that the descriptions in these two innothing in the record to show or
ent iu the dry farming sections a. scarcity of feed. Where a person
that the persons making the struments, the alleged grant to the
great many silos are being dug in has not enough of the other crops to certified copies of these instruments said Antonio Martin, and the deed by
the ground and they serve the purpose fill his silo or can dig a very cheap had any authority under the Spanish I' Is two grandsons, Manuel and Matias
very we'll, where the person has no silo in the ground, he can utilize quite law to certify to any such documenrs Martin by their alleged attorney in
money to construct one above ground. a large amount of the thistles and if or records which would be binding en fact Miguel Tenorio, are entirely difNew Mexico produces a great variety cut when green and juicy, before the the plaintiffs in this cause, and that ferent and distinct tracts of
land, Inof crops, both in the irrigated and thorns are hardened, he has done a there is nothing to show that an oris sofar a3 these
show.
descriptions
the dry farming sections, that maice great deal toward eradicating them inal deed ever existed or that if it .lid
13. Defendant Pueblo de Taos offrom
the
at
farm, and
the same time exist that It was either lost or
excellent silage.
fered Pueblo de Taos Exhibit No. S
Kafir and Ml'io. Just as corn stands has a feed that will maintain stock.
and that no proper foundation in evidence, by which it was attemptas a silo crop in the However, there is very little nourish- has been laid for the lntroductio.i of ed to further establish title in the Inment in the thistle and a large these
corn belt states, the
alleged copies of an alleged orig- dians to the lands in question. The
amount of woody fiber, which makes inal, of
sorghums Kafir, milo and feterita
any of the instruments refer- instruments in this exhibit are dated
undoubtedly are the leading crops to them more or less unpalatable. They red to, and said instruments are 'n April 20, 1S1C, May 7. 1816, May SO,
be used in the southwest. In most are very hard to pack well in the competent and are rejected as evi- 1S16, and June 3, 1810. These docu
parts of New Mexico corn does not silo and a great many small places of dence, except, an alleged orialna' if ment, I find, are with respect to a
produce as well as the above crops, spoiled silage are likely to be found Exhibit No. 4.
claim made for the lands in question,
and its advantages are not sufficient when feeding.
0. I further find that there is m
Oi' some lands which it is claimed by
Millet. The differert kinds of milto warrant planting it for silage crops
thing to show or tending to show thu tne dclendant Pueblo de Taos a;e
In preference to ones that are better let may under some conditions be the defendant, Pueblo de Taos, ever the same lands involved in this conadapted to our conditions. Because put into the silo, but no data seems at any time took, had or held posses troversy, but they are proceedings, it
of the woody and the coarser charac- to he available that would prove It to sion of any of the lands described in
appears, had before the chief alcalde
ter of the milo stall?, Kafir is gen- be important as a silo crop. Al- said instruments and known as the at Taos with respect to a controversy
erally preferred when used either for though it could be grown to mix with Garcia tie la Mora tract; and I fur- which arose between Francisco San
would be ther find from the record that the chez and Mariano Sanchez
fodder or for silage. The grains of Kafir or milo, nothing
and the
the two have about the same feeding gained, as it would not increase the plaintiffs and other defendants in this said Manuel and Matias Martin, bous
value of the silage as would a 'legu- cause claiming to have derived their o! said Rafael
value, which is about S per cent
Martin, who, it was
that of corn. Roth of these crops minous crop.
titles and rights from the original shown, was a spurious son of said
A great many
can very grantee, Antonio Martinez, testified Antonio Martin
withstand drouth very well, produce
by one Isabel Pache- as much, or more feed to the acre profitably be used for siloing where that they had been, for many years, co, and I find that this was
entirely
ihr.n any other crop, and are not they are available, and some of them in possession of the same lands known a
separate family from descendants
hi hered by the worms.
When they make very valuable additions to the as the Garcia de la Mora tract, claim-I- of Antonio Martinez
grantee of said
aie cut just as the grain is beginning ration when properly preserved.
gadversely thereto, as appears from of Antonio Martinez, grantee of sa'd
f
or one Among these are beet pulp, apple the descriptions in the instruments the
to glaze, chopped into
governor at that time, June 3,
inch lengths and well tramped into pomace and sorghum bagasse. For offered by the Pueblo de Taos to sus- 1S16,
attempted to approve the pro
those living near beet factories, the tain their claims and deeds and instruH
silo, they make good, sweet
had before the chief alcal
ceedings
which is relished much by all pulp is often available, and is report- ments of writing and oral
testimony de at Taos, by which it was attempt
ed by persons who have used it to be offered by the
( iusses of animals,
plaintiffs and other de- ed to divide lands claimed to belong
stock. It is very fendants so claiming under the said to Antonio
Feterita. As this is a new crop no much relished-bMartin, the grandfather of
ilata are available on its use as sil- - watery and packs well, and because orignial grantee, Antonio Martinez.
the said Manuel and Matias Martin
10.
I further find the issues joined the governor had no
age, hut as it is generally conceded of this it is not necessary to con-u- i
authority to
stand between Kafir and milo as struct such a deep silo,
by the defendant Pueblo de Taos, in grant away the lands which had al
no
be
Mixed Crops.
a crop, there would probably
Sometimes two or its answer, in favor of the plaintiffs
ready been granted to Antonio Mar
more crops, such as Kafir, milo and and other
d .'"Terence in its value as silage.
defendants, in this cause tinez and that he had no authority
Horghum. There is a great difier- cane, are planted together, alternate claiming with the palintiffs under the to approve or sustain the
findings of
mice of opinion in regard to sugar ing the rows; or such crops as field Antonio Martinez grant title, and the chief alcalde at
as aforeTaos,
cune. Some think that it makes sour peas, cowpeas and beans are planted
against the said Pueblo de Taos, to saia, ana mat suclj findings
were
and bad silage and is not fit to put in the corn rows. The former is us- the lands and
premises claimed by void so. far as any attempt may be
up. However, the cane silnge put up ually practiced where the cane yields said Pueblo de Taos under the instru- made to bind .the
heirs, successors
at the college last year apparently heavily and the milo or Kafir is ments which it has offered in support and
of Antonio Martinez, the
assigns
jrave just as good results as the corn planted so that the silage will con of its claims, the exhibits heretofore original grantee.
sulage, and was relished by all ani- tain less acid. The reason for plant-mal- referred to, and that the said Pueblo
Ana it appears in tne same pro
amount
cf
of
a
Because
great
ing some leguminous crop in the corn de Taos is not entitled to the affirma- ceedings that "in the year '60 His
'
carbohydrates in cane, fermentation rows is, first, to make a larger yield; tive relief demanded in its 'cross-coLordship expelled and sent into exile
is greater, and if cut at the same and second, to make a more balanced
the said Antonio Martin, the grand
plaint, or to any relief of any kind.
stage as Kafir or milo the silage Is feed. The great trouble with this is
11. I find that the Pueblo de Taos father of the said Manuel and Matias
apt to be a little sour. By letting the that the two crops hardly reach the claims its right to the said Tenorio Martin.
cane get a little more mature, thus al-- ' same stage of maturity at the same tract, and derives its alleged title un11. Defendant Pueblo de Taos also
lowing more of the starch to change time; and again, such a crop is very der an alleged grant made about the offered in evidence
certain alleged
to sugar before it is cut, less acid inconvenient to handle.
17th day of October, 1715, by Joaquin records, Pueblo de Taos ex. No. 10
Till develop and a very good quality
All crops for the si'io should bejCodalos y Rauali the then governor for the
purpose, I presume, of show
of silage will be produced. Soule of grown thicker than where they areia)Jd captajn
general of New Mexico, ing that Maiia del Rosario Martin,
tli Kentucky station, after feeding it grown for grain and nearly ail' of jt0 Antonlo Martin, for the lands de- - the party therein named, was the
for five years, says that it should be them should be allowed to mature scribed as follows: "Rounded on the
p;irty referred to by plaintiffs as the
well or the grain to harden, before east and west by the boundary line child of Antonio
cut just short of maturity.
Martinez, the origi- When a crop is planted for the silo thev are cut.
of said Pueblo, and on the west it nal grantee.
This was a church pro- It Is much better to choose some
passes to the Arroyo Hondo; on the eeeding pertaining to certain illicit
one of the above, because of the larg'north by the boundary line of Pedro relations had between the said Maria
er yield per acre and of the superior
Vigil and the dry arroyo w here are del Rosaria Martin and one Mariano
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
j three
little cottonwoods, by which It Sanchez, and I find that this has no
quality of the silage; but there are
a great many other crops that are
is bounded, and on the south it is hearing on the title claimed
by the
bounded by the boundary line of the Pueblo de Taos, as it has been estabsuccessfully raised in New Mexico
Santa Fe, N. M., May 22. The fol- ranch of Captain Sebastian Martin;" lished by the proofs and found that
and have been proved to make very
good siiage. The larger part of the lowing Is the second part of General and it is recited In the petition for the said original grantee, Antonio
feeds that must be fed with silage in Charles F. Easley's report on the lam! this alleged grant, that Antonio Martin Martinez, left one child. Maria del
this country are of a nitrogenous case of A. R. Monby, et al vs. Daniel jwag the Bon 0f Captain Sebastian Ma Piosaria Martin, under whom the
character, and on this account tt is Martinez et ai., me nrsi pan oi mui i;n; and I further find that the paper plaintiffs and certain defendants de
also preferable to use a corbonaceous was printed yesterday, and dealt with offered in evidence and claimed to be rived their title to the said Antonio
Le-icrop for the silo.
findings of facts and the Antoine
grant, is a copy of an alleged orig-rou-x Martinez grant.
Alfalfa. Of course there Is no adand Los Luceros grants. The,nai srant which copy was made by
i nts proceeding, it appears, was
vantage in ptitting alfalfa Into the report on the Pueblo de Taos is as j,lan Antonio Lovato on the 23rd day started about June 12, 1785, and some
silo if it can be made into first Ciass follows:
of September, 1S29, with a note at the thing like sixty-nin- e
years after the
h,-6.
I find that the Pueblo de Taos, bottom showing some interlineations birth of the said Maria del Rosaria
However, oftentimes when it is
ln-;our
timu lor the second or third cut,
a Pueblo corporation of the Taos
corrections iu a copy which was Martin, the doughter of said origi
ruins are so persistent that it is im- dians, appeared as defendant in thisjniade by Pablo Lucero on the 8th day! nal
grantee, and it cannot be con
possible to get It put up into good cause and answered, and prayed tor,0f juV; igon, and I find that there is tended
successfully that this Maria
hay. By putting this into the silo all affirmative relief, in which answer .nothing to show any authority
in del Rosaria Martin
was the same
the nutrition can be saved and it said Pueblo claimed title to three either Juan Atnonio Lovato or In
person as has been found to be the
makes a fair quality of silage, thus tracts of land, two of which are com- Pablo Lucero to make certain
copies daughter of Antonio Martinet,
the
al'owin;? the full value of it to be uti- prised of, and which are known in the which would in any way hind any of
grantee, and the wife of MdTiiano
lized. The Colorado station reports record and will be heerinafter called the parties plaintiffs or defendants in
Sanchez, as it can hardly be pre
very y.:otl success with aifa'ifa, and "Garcia de la Mora tract" and con- this cause claiming to have derived sumed that the
daughter of Antonio
that cattle are very fond of it. sist of about 1,450 varas in width from title from Antonio Martinez, the oris-- j Martinez, who at
that time would
Field north to south, and bounded substan- inal grantee of the Antonio Martinez
'",iv. pi as. Soy Beans and
have been about 69 years old, would
Peas. These are probably the best tially as follows:
On the east by a rant. Pueblo de Taos Exhibit 8.
bo subject to the charges, preferred
of tr-- leguminous crops to use. They line
I further find that
this alleged in this church proceeding against
running north from about or nef.r
do not make as good bay as some of the northwest corner of the Taos rant was never
presented for con- Maria del Rosaria Martin, as at that
the others, and this is another good i'ueiiio league, and on the west u sideration or adjudication, to the Uni-th- age the
presumption Is that the fires
reason for making them into silage.
Canon of the Rio Grande del Norte t ed States court of private
land of youth would have become extinField peas, although very good, can and on the north and south by lands claims, or to any other
duly constitu- guished; besides,
that the
I find
as described in the answer, and in the ted authority for the confirmation ol names are
usually be made into hay.
one being Mardifferent,
Barley, Wheat, Rye and Oats. exhibits offered.
grants in New Mexico at that time, tinez, the grantee of the Antonio Mar
Some feeders report very good sucThe other, or third tract, referred to, so far as the record discloses, or any- tinez
grant, and the other- Ivluiuii,
cess with these crops when they are is bounded on the west by a line run- thing to show that it was a good and and one was
Rosaria Martinez and
cut n little green. However, as the ning north and south from the north- perfect grant, or any grant at all.
the other Rosaria Martin.
stalks eont.'ii'i eo much air, they must west corner of said Pueblo League to
12. I further find that the claim of
13. I further find that there is no
bo carefully tramped to i'PCP, and
the Arroyo Scco; on the north by the the Pueblo de Taos is based directly
sufficient to establish any chain
proof
t !;
ran be used to ad van- - Arroyo Seco, on the cast by the foot on a deed or Instrument dated the l:!th of title In the
defendant, Pueblo de
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MONEY SAVING SALE

THE FARMERS
GREATLY

CLOSES SATURDAY, MAY 24

Women's Suits, Coats,
Dresses xnd Waists

i
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MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Our entire line of women's
muslin underwear consisting of
Gowns, Skirts, Corset Covers,
Drawers and Combination garments, all "hew this season's
goods, during this sale, your
choice at
ONE FOURTH OFF

Women's Millinery

One lot of women's trimmed hats. Including a good variety of
season's best styles, worth from $3.00 to $5.00 each, Special
$2-3- 5

Women's and
Children's Shoes

Dresses

pairs of children's and misses' Oxfords, pumps and strap sandals,
sizes 8 to 2, regular values from $1.50 to $2.00 per pair, Special this
sale, per pair
$1.10
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords, pumps and strap sandals, including Patent Colt, Vici Kid, white and brown Nubuck, Dull Kid, Velvet and
Satin, worth regular $3.50 to $4.50 per pair, Special for 10 days, per

200

One lot of children's colored
Dresses including a variety of
styles and fabrics, all well made
and neatly trimmed, worth 45c
to 85c, special
35c
One lot of children's colored

Pair

Dresses, very desirable styles
all popular fabrics, worth from
$1.50 to $2.25, special
$1.10

W00LTEX

sins

FOR

wome;;

Our entire stock of women's Oxfords and strap sandals in Patent
er, Gunmetal, Vici Kid, Velvet and white Nubuck, worth from
to $3.00 a pair, Special, per pair

$3.00
leath$2.50
$2.00

Las VedasLoaAind Store

Pi $071
UO kyJLWUXIL 6

JC?

J?. t
Established

he-lo-

one-hal-

Women's gauze vests, trimmed
or untrimmed, worth 35c, Spe26c
cial, each
Women's gauze vests, worth
14c
20c, Special . . ..
Women's gauze Union suits, low
neck, sleeveless, either wide or
or tight knee, worth 85c, Special
63;

What's left of our $31.50 to $47.50 Suits, each
$23.90
Women's $25.00 to $30.00 Suits, each
15.7S
Women's $17.50 to $22.50 Suits, each
11.50
Women's $12.50 to $15.00 Suits, each
9.75
All $7.50 Wash Dresses excellent variety of styles, each
5.00
All $4.00 Silk Waists, Special, each
3.10
All $3.00 and $3.50 Silk Waists, each
2.35
All women's cloth Coats, all this season's
styles,
ONE THIRD OFF
Women's wool dress Skirts, choice ONE FOURTH OFF.

Children's

UNDERWEAR

WOMEN'S

1862

Taos, from the heirs, successors or
assia ut, of Antonio Martinez, the
gn .tee of the said Antonio Martinez
grant.
Iu. I further find that the lands
in question and herein called the Te
norio tract, are vacant, unoccupied,
and covered with sagebrush, and
have been, so far as the proof shows
used as common pasture lands and
grown up in sagebrush ever since the
said Antonio Martinez grant was
made, and that there never have been
any permanent improvements of any
kind placed upon the said tract of
land, except some old ruins, and I
further find that the defendant Pueblo de Taos has failed to establish
by proofs any title in and to the said
Tenorio tract, either by documentary
title or by oral testimony.
Therefore, I find the issues joined
between the plaintiffs herein and the
defendant Pueblo de Taos, to be in
favor of the plaintiffs and against
the said defendant, and that the said
defendant, Pueblo de Taos has failed
to establish by proofs any of the ma
terial allegations in its
and is not entitled to any relief prayed for therein.
t,

In the whole Meio
or melicine
there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the flesh more
than BALLA.RD'3 SNOW
quickly
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, Its
healing and penetrating power Is extraordinary. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

FEAST OF CORPUS CHRISTI.
New York, May 22. In all the
Catholic churches of New York special services were held today in commemoration of the least of Corpus
Christi. The program embraced the
celebration of mass, the procession
of the blessed sacrament and the rendition of music selected especially
for the occasion.
The feast, which celebrates the institution of the Eucharist, formerly
fell on Thursday in Holy Week, but
as the Catholic church observes the
passion of Christ that day, the early
dignitaries changed the date of the
feast.
The Blessed Juliana, a holy religious, Liege, Belgium, in the eleventh
century, according to the Catholic
version, believed that she had seen a
vision enjoining her to influence the
ecclesiastical authorities to establish
such a feast. In 1230, when she became the head of an order, she consulted several theologians and church
dignitaries about the vision, with the
result that the archdeacon of Liege,
who afterward became Pope Urban
IV, became interested, and an office
was composed.
In 1246 Robert, bishop of Liege, ordered a day set apart for especial observance in his diocese. After Juliana's death Henry, the. next bishop of
Liege, petitioned Urban IV to establish the feast as a universal one,
which that pope did by a bulletin issued in 1264. Since that time the
feast has remained a universal one,
and is so celebrated.
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FOR

MEN

The spring months often find a
woman tired out, with pain in back,
hips and head, nervous and sieeplesa.
Folep Kidney Pills will quickly prove
their worth and value as a healer ot
all kidney and bladder ailments and
irregularities.
They are a splendid
remedy for rheumatism, clearing the
uric acid from the joints and Bystem.
Try them. o. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store.
GUESTS ARRIVE FOR WEDDING.
Berlin, May 22. The German capital is rapidly putting on gala attire
in anticipation of the marriage on
Saturday of Princess Victoria Louise,

daughter of the emperor, and Prince
Ernest August of Cumberland.
The
government has requisitioned many
of the principal hotels for the visiting emperors, kings, princes and enThe imperial palace Is the
voys.
scene of the constant reception of
delegations, many of them
bringing elaborate presents. The program of festivities begins tonight
with a ga'ia performance at the opera,,
A slight cold in a child or a grown
person holds possibilities of a grave
nature. Croup may come on suddenly, bronchitis or pneumonia may develop, severe catarrhal troubles and
consumption are possible results.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
nips a cold at the outset, cures croup
quickly, checks a deepseated' cough,
and heals inflamed memhrances.
O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
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530.000 00

Office With the San Mijjuel National Bank
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V
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

HER MIDNIGHT APPEAL

MANY

SOX" ARE

FOBflER DETROIT

By C. N. JONAS.

Only one incident prevents Mr. Cal- irihan from carrying with him a com-

llete Detroit trained outfield. That
is that Jennings changed his mind

NOBLE WORK

BY

about High asking waivers on the
The Wonderful Music that Eur.t Forth
When the Stork Arrive. .
youngster. He was named, with a
dozen others, when requests were sent
That funny, little, brassy cry that ftrhnes
the arrival of the new baby Js perhaps the
out, before It was decided which recruits would be retained. These early
spring waivers always are asked, so
that a club may be prepared to disPREFER- pose of superfluous talent long be FOREIGN MISSIONS DEPARTMENT
fore it is known which will and which
OF THE CHURCH MAKES ITS
will not make good.
Mr. Comiskey
ANNUAL REPORT

PRESBYTERIAN

Stanhope was startled from his
sleep by a sharp, imperative rap on
the door of his bedroom window. He
New York,. May 22. According to five from a district in Brooklyn will sprang up, donned dressing-gowand
figures submitted to the sinking fund be assigned by the leader of the dis slippers and hurried out at once with
SHOWS A
commission by Controller Prender-gas- t, trict to bring to the shop a loaf of a lighted candle. As he threw open CALLAHAN
THE
FOR
ENCE
the
the
door,
an
will
quavered
cake.
flickering
This
New York City is the largest
glare
supply the shop
bolder of real estate within the lim- nually with about 3,000 cakes. The grotesquely across a woman's tense,
features.
claimed High while the latter was on
its of its jurisdiction. It owns 5,500 women selected for the Sundays of pallid
"Kathleen!" The name broke from
Two opportunities that are offered the
not
cakes
will
the
have
to
of
training trip. Forthwith, and as
Atlanta, May 22. The seventy-sixtbring
year
property aggregating in
parcels
him involuntarily; his tone was sharp
Most cherished remembrance of onr liven.
by Mr. Callahan's White Sox are be a natural result, High began playln? annual report of the
value about f 1,300,000,000. The fund- but will be let off with a few glasses almost to harshness.
happy mothers owe their
Presbyterian And thousandstoof health
and strength to
preservation
"Dick Mr. Stanhope forgive my ing overlooked by ambitious young brilliant ball and the Chicago request board of foreign missions presented Mother's
ed debt of the city on January l last, of homemade preserves.
Friend. This is an external remball
The
tossers.
abdominal musforcis
to
conclusion
that
the
is
applicti
was turned down because High was to the general assembly today show edy
intrusion at Buch an hour, but the
according to the controller, was
cles. It relieves nil the tension, prevents
consideration
ed
of
the
I'm
I
will
team's
not
and
his
enables
and
now
the muscles
by
work,
telephone
tenderness
ed total appropriations and disburse
pain,
desired as Cobb's understudy.
Three pestiferous boys bent on mis
122,000,000.
Deducting from this the
to expand entlv. and. when baby comes.
afraid my husband is dying. He has tory, and a fleeting flash at its personto
In
Now
to
turn
ments
the
form 19
first
for
fiscal
relax
the
muscles
the
va'iue of the securities of the city chief were investigating
the
pro
things
basing
naturally,
year ending
had three attacks with his heart bewithout laceration or other ac
March 13, 1913, of $1,902,644.
held in the sinking fund, $302,000,-000- , general at the Erie freight yards In fore, but never so bad as this. 1 nel. Other clubs vary In their me position.
The to- preserved
cident.
You will find Mother s Friend on gale at
Nobody ever knows just haw mony tal credits were $1,887,342, showing a almost
there is left a funded indebted- West Orange, N. J., the other day, thought if I could get a doctor right thods, and in arriving at results. In
any drujr store, as it is one of the
ness of $820,000,000, as against city when they came upon a car the slid- away there might still be some hope." two things, at least, the Chicago out- first Backers Callahan Is carrying deficit on the total appropriations of standard, rename remedies tnat irrana-toothers
everywhere have relied upon.
fit is always consistent. This is the around with him.
Last season he had $65,302.
owned real estate of $1,300,000,000,
With Its daily use during the period oi
ing door of which had not been seStanhope steeled himself as he
Tnect
allon.
there Is no weakness, no
idea:
four regular candidates for the job
It was estimated at the beginning nausea, no morning'
leaving the city an equity of $400,000,-00- curely fastened. They pushed open looked at her and replied reassursickness, no pain, disa
To
in
Sox
the
of any kind. Its Influence
tress
or
get
strain
ingly:
job
Firstly
Zeider, Collins, Fournler and Borton, of the year that the reecipts from
This is exclusive of the value the door, but did not remain in that
as It penetrates the
Is
remarkable,
truly
"I'll
for
the
doctor immediately.
and to prolong one's baseball working, the order given indicating churches, women's societies,
them pliant end easily
of street pavements and sewers, and part of the county very long, for a Don't go
Sunday tissues andby renders
so much. Perhaps things life
of nature. You
demands
worry
the
governed
the
where
the
past
point
carpers the frequency of their appearances. In schools and young people's societies will be surprised at Its wonderful
of the valuable equipment of person- fierce looking big lion leaped out of aren't as bad as you fear."
effect sad
affords.
have
a
It
relief
it
should
what
be
said
grateful
first,
the
ended,
season
men
when
used would amount to $1,300,000.
the door slid open. In
jrevlous the
al property of its various depart- the car
There
"Thank you, Dick," she breathed
women
to
Mothers
Especially
youns
hire out with Mr. Jennings as a gar most often were Collins, Zeider and was received from these sources $1,- - Friend
is one of the greatest of all helpful
ments. Inventories of these items their mad flight the boys spread tne earnestly.
Influences.
Then she drew her hood close, and dener. Then let him ask for waivers. Mullin. Occasionally Lee Tannehill 234,698, showing a deficit of $65,302.
You nill And th
wonderful remedy on
now being made probably will show news of the lion's escape and in a
at the store where you trade, or they
few
turning
abruptly, disappeared into the Thsi invariably means at Chicago uni took a turn on the sack, and once The increased appropriations were fale
minutes
the
beasts
the king of
that this equipment is worth more
will get It for you. It Is prepared by Brad- field Regulator Co., 16 iJiinar liulluintr,
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HALE STATUE UNVEILED.
Boston, Mass., May 22. A statue
of Edward Everett Hale, the famous
Unitarian clergyman and author, was
unveiled in the public garden today
as the crowning feature of the Unitarian anniversary week. Former
Governor John D. Long, presided1 at
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WICKERSHM
Washington,

STORY DENIED,
May 22. Delegate

Wickersnam's statement before the
senate territories committee yesterinday that Senator Chamberlain had
troduced and that the senate had
turnpassed a bill which would have
ed Cordova harbor, Alaska, over to
the "Guggenheims" had been killed
in the house by Mr. Wickersham himtoself, was refuted In tne senate
and
Chamberlain
day by Senators
Mr. Chamberlain said the
Smoot.
delegate had since informed him that
the bill was introduced by Senator
Clarke of Wyoming "by request" and
Senator Smoot declared the senate
had never passed it.

MAY 22, 1913.

m., when Atteaux drove up in a
taxicab and said to him:
"Follow me, John. The money is
in the package. I will drop it and
no one can ever say that 1 gave you
anything."
Breen said that he toilowed about
a foot behind Atteaux and that when
the package was dropped he picked it

p.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

New York, May 22 Speculative
sentiment Improved today. Although
further weakness' was exhibited by a
few minor railroads and industrials;
the representative stocks, after an
initial period of heaviness, ruled
slightely higher on the day. The fact
that a good market existed for the
New York City bonds at par or better
up.
was regarded as assuring. Rumors
to
Breen
Mr.
Coakley,
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favorable develop
of forthcoming
said that the coiner where the
took nlace was n. verv busv ments were circulated In connection
one ai j.ov p. m., wun nunuieus oi with a number of stocks, but speculato permit
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up by some other person before he
strongest. Low priced copper shares
reached it.
were bought heavily on dividend ru

Taft
the exercises and
of the speakers.
one
was.
W. M. PADGETT...
The statue was designed by Bela
L. Pratt. It Is of bronze, heroic size,
and represents Dr. Hale In a loag
UjioTifrJi'iBFl;
frock coat,, walking, one foot slightly
advanced, a heavy cane in his right
Entered at the postoffice at East hand. In his left hand he carries a
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- soft hat. On one side is inscribed:
mission through the United States "Man of Letters, Preacher of the
Peace,
prophet of
Gospel,
mails as second class matter.
On the other Bide
KING'S DAUGHTERS AND SONS.
appears a quotation from Dr. Hale,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Indianapolis, Ind., May 22. The an
as follows: "Look Up and Not Down,
state convention of the King's
Dally, by Carrier
Forwardi and Not Back, Look nual
$ 05 Look
and Sons was opened in
far Copy
Daughters
Out and Not In, Lend a Hand."
15
One week
this city this afternoon, with head65
One Month
quarters at the Central Christian
BISHOP OF CHARLOTTETOWN.
One Year
Miss Margaret S. Vesey of TO HANG NEGRO FOR ASSAULT. mors.
church.
22.
the
In
Bathhurst, N B., May
Shorts were much perturbed over
Daily, by Mall
Fort
presided. Delegates
Wayne,
Washington, D. C., May 22. NathSacred Heart church this morning
-- -'
of
branches
local
the
One Year
aggressive rise in prices without
sixty
representing
the
whose
aniel Green,
delayed
negro
the apos
3.00 his Excellency Msx. Stagni,
in speculative con
at
were
in
Months
Indiana
in
Sis
the society
execution brought forth an organized apparent change
tolic delegate of Canada, consecrated
it. Stocks were In
will con
to
ditions
convention
The
explain
tendance.
women
of Washingprotest from the
Rev. Henry J. O'Leary, pastor of the
scant
supply except at steadily rising
clude tomorrow.
ton, will be hanged in the district
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
church, as bishorj of the diocese of
fl!ni-pnnd the ease with whicai
jail tomorrow. Green was convicted
GROWER
Charlottetown. A large congregation
and
and sentenced to death for an assault Union Pacific jumped up
J2.00 was present at the ceremony. The
One Year
overto
the
2
testified
points
on Mrs. Adelaide E. Grant, an em- Reading
11.00 consecrator was assisted by Arcn- 61x Months
assessor's office. extended short position of these prop
district
the
in
Blsbop
of
ploye
Halifax,
McCarthy
bishop
The crime was committed last Christ- erties.
LeBlanc of St. John and everal other
TELL
Advances of between 1 and 2 points
TO
THREATENED
iCCash In Advance for Mail Subscripmas night.
eminent prelates of the Catholic
were
scattered pretty liberally nil
tions.)
church. The consecration sermon',
or.
or
money
check
through the list.
Remit by draft,
CHRISTIAN UNITY THE KEYNOTE
was preached fcy Archbishop McNeil
The market closed steady. The upder. If sent otherwise we will not of Toronto. The new bishop Is a na- UNDERTAKER TRIES TO AVOID
Boston, Mass., May 22. "Christian ward movement was checked when
BLACKMAILING
OF
CHARGES
fee responsible for loss.
tive of New Brunswick and received
Unity" forms the keynote of the the Harriman stocks weakened on
ACCOMPLICES.
Specimen copies free on
Laval
at
annual national confertwenty-firs- t
education
principally
his
taking. Union Pacific and SouthCanathe
and
Clubs of the United profit
Church
of
ence
Montreal,
seminary,
ern Pa'cific reacted a point and other
May' 22. John J. Breen,
Boston,
which was opened in Boston
dian college In Rome.
issues half as much. Offerings were
the undertaker who has confessed States,
will be continued until the
and
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
today
Lawat
not
he
distributed
that
dynamite
pressed on the market extensive
week. The attendance is
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
rence during the textile strike of end of the
ly, and the final dealings were characPAID FOR
made up of delegates representing terized
FRANCISCO PEREA IS
1912, continued his testimony under
by dullness and a return to
clubs of the Protestant EpisThe last sales:
when the trial of laymen's
steadiness.
the United
M. Wood of the copal church throughout
Advertisers are guaranteed the
Tl'j
Copper
William
President
Amalgamated
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HI
American Woolen company, Fred At- States.
Sugar
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99''2
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of any newspaper la northern New
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of Boston on the
onel Francisco Perea, delegate from Inspector Rooney
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con- night of January 19. Wfl aid that Nat
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when
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come
mer postmaster at Jemez, and for
Lucille La Verne is doing well with ratlon and wlth tnQ Canadian crop
was not because he had
. . j, .
.
years a resident of Bernalillo county, morning it
TUB BO. W. LONG
a
stock company in Richmond, Va
the
backward, wheat jnces toaay muutdynamite.
day afternoon at not finished "planting"
died "at 5:30
rebe
to
is
Devil"
APPOINTMENT
Little
Good
af"A
an additional upturn. The opening
was placed
his home, 1203 South Broadway. Col Some of the explosive
produced in moving pictures shortly. was V to lower to VsVi up. July
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ter
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health
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been
had
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onel Perea
"
The appointment of Bo. W. Long
to 90, varying from
"The
by George Ade, is started at 90
Reference was made to the suits
for several years aud his death was
at an early date.
in
Paris
to
be
given
off to a like amount up, rose to
everybody in this country knows him not unexpected. Members of his
for damages brought against Breen
John Mason is to make a tour of the 90
and then declined to 90.
were bv those who had been arrested af
us "Bo" to a prominent place in the
familv and relatives
coast in "As a Man Thinks." The close was weak .with July
Pacific
on
their
found
been
had
came.
ter
summons
dynamite
under Secretary present when the finol
fute department
reIt is said. Mrs. Leslie Carter is go- lower at 90.
his eighty-thir- d premises. The witness could not
season in a
liryan will be gratifying to his numer- - Colonel Pejea celebrated
higher at
had agreed with the at- ing into vaudeville next
July corn opened Vg to
birthday o?i January 9th last. call that he
57
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payment
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"Boaz W. Long takes hold of Latin the state with" regret. Arrangements
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for the funeral have not been made,
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Berlin, May 22 The centenary replied
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Appetizing Breakfasts Prepared
Right on the Dining Table
the most convenient of electrical cooking dea
can
dainty, tasty, palatable meal on the dining
prepare
vicesyou
to
any convenient electric socket and in less
table. Slmp'y attach
colls of the grill are ready for use.
radiant
the
seconds
15
than
You could not prepare a more appetizing breakfast than the Electric
Grill will cook for you. Eacon may be broiled underneath the heat
coils at the same time that toast is being made on top. You can boll,
in fact, you will
fry or poach eggs fry chops make griddle cakes
find new uses for an Electric Grill almost every day.
With the Electric Grill

An Electric Grill is

s

2,

Decidedly Inexpensive to Use
The cost of operating an Electric Grill is very low just a few cents.
No time Is wasted In preparation it Is always ready. If you have
conElectric Light in your home, you really should own this decided
venience.

See Our Display of Electrical Appliances

LAS VEGAS LIGHT &
POWER CO.

n

$1,050
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OVERLAND MOD".!.

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas Automobile
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Whalen,

Pbjne Main 344.
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Snow White Gowns, Skirts, Corset Covers,
Slips, Drawers and Combination Suits
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here today.

H. B. Caldwell, representative for
n.,i!ifirs' Magazine, came in from his
short
headquarters at Denver for a
visit.
business
Civil Engineer George E. Morrison
left this afternoon for Santa Fe
where he will be on business for the
coming few days.
two
J. B. Cook and R. W. Cook,
well known business men of Ribera,
came in last night for a few days'
business visit in La3 Vegas.
a
C. M. Pape, representative for
St.
Louis,
of
house
shoe
well known
came in this afternoon for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
chilMrs. Philip Nelson and two
Kansas
for
dren left this afternoon
friends and
City where they will Visit
relatives for the coming few weeks.
Leo Condon, formerly a resident of
this city and a graduate of the local
from
high school, came in last night
a
for
Iowa,
Des
Moines,
his home at
few months' visit with his brother,
R,oct-adJohn Condon, who resides at
W. F. Crane of Denver came in this
afternoon from that place. Mr.
Crane will enter the employ of the
as
Rosenthal Furniture company
C.
of
the
place
head salesman, taking
to
went
G. Muhleman, who recently
Salt Lake City.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Baird of San

Marcial came in this afternoon for a
few days' visit with friends here. Ir.
Baird formerly was employed by the
as
Santa Fe Railway company here
civil engineer.
of
Mr. and Mrs. William DeWitt
last
in
came
night
Colo.,
Buena Vista,
Irom Albuquerque, and 'left this morniVista.
ng1' for their home at Buena
Ford auto.
a
in
the
made
trip
'They
man
Mr. DeWitt Is a prominent cattle
New
in
been
and
has
Vista
of Buena
busiMexico in the interest of 'his
'

Joseph Sundt left
D. C,
this afternoon for Washington,
the
will
represent
Sundt
where Mr.
of Lolocal order of the Brotherhood
national
comotive Fireman at tne
will
Sundt
Mrs.
Mr.'
and
convention.
about
for
be absent from Laa Vegas
IWnols and
two; months and will visit
other eastern states during their visit,
Mr. and Mrs.
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RECEIVE THEIR

DIPLOMAS
EXERCISES OF
COMMENCEMENT
LAS VEGAS HIGH SCHOOL
ARE HELD LAST NIGHT.
In the presnnce of a happy com
pany of friends and relatives eight
young women and one young man
last night received the diplomas
which certify that they have completed the (work of the Las Vegas High
The commencement exer
school.
cises were held in the Duncan opera
house, which was almost completely

filled.
President David R. Boyd of the
New Mexico State University at Al"AMERICA'S DEBT TO
buquerque, delivered the address to
the graduates. He impressed- upon
THE GRAND ARMY MEN
them the importance of continued
growth and high ideals. Dr. Boyd deone who has been taught
THE clared that
ANNOUNCES
DR. LANDAU
the
capacity to grow and one who
SUBJECT OF ADDRESS ON
has
been imbued with high an! right
MEMORIAL DAY
ideals has been liberally educated.
The
speaker, in referring to
Dr. Jacob Landau announced today
to'id the graduates that they
growth,
that the subject for his sermon at the must never consider their education
regular Sabbath services of Temple ended. IShould they not find the opMontefiore tomorrow night would be:
portunity to obtain higher education,
"A Journey Into the Mysteries of
are capable of progressing m
There will be a they
many ways. Dr. Boyd said the mind,
special musical program in connection or the physical body, that completes
with the services. The public is corits growth begins to die. He urged
dially invited.
the members of the class of 1913 to
Next Sunday morning at 11 o'clock
to grow along every line of
continue
the Grand Army of the Republic will
advancement, intellectual, spiritual
observe Memorial Sunday by ottend-inand moral, so that they might attain
in a body services to be held in
to high ideals.
Temple Montefiore. Dr. Landau, up"The only way to be successful in
on
the
on that occasion, will preach
undertaking is to nve that unany
subject : "America's Debt to the Grand dertaking," asserted Dr. Boyd. "Make
On thi3 ocArmy of the Republic."
of life, the subject for
to It the business
suitable
music
casion beautiful
the object of work and
and
thought
Memorial Sunday will be given in
you will be successful."
connection with the' sermon. The
Dr. Boyd's address was scholarly
public is cordially invited to be "presand full of
y as well as interesting
ent.
nnnH aflvinA to the eraduates. Last
night was his first appearance here,
and he made many friends.
CLERGY RECOMMEND
The diplomas were presented to
the graduates by William G. Haydon,
SACKED PICTURE president of the school board. Mr.
Haydon congratulated the graduates
and said that Las Vegas has vfmon
-MANGER TO THE to be
FROM THE
proud of her school system. He
CROSS" IS SEEN BY LAS VEtold the graduates they were fortuGAS PASTORS TODAY.
nate to have been reared and educated in the west, which he characterizd
This morning at the Browne thea-ate- r as the broad land of opportunity; a
a special
performance of place not shut in by brick walls nor
the wonderful photoplay, "From the obscured by smoke; a place where
Manger to the Cross," was given lor friendships are truer and hearts are
the benefit of the clergymen and1 oth- larger.
er discriminating critics of the city. Those who received diplomas were
The audience was well pleased with Gladys Madeline McVay, Hazel Effie
the production and all who saw the Webb, Ju'iia Sabine Fleck, Helen Lilpicture so expressed themselves.
lian Nahm, Florida' Gallegos, LorEach clergyman present at the per- raine Marie Trainer, William Vernon
formance this morning sent a letter Schlott, Frances Ford Myers and
to Managers Duncan and Browne Ruth Winters.
stating his ideas of the picture, which Music during the program was furwill be published tomorrow. Each nished by the High school orchestra
one warmly recommended the produc- and the High school girls glee flub.
tion. The picture is said to be the This feature of the evening's probest that has ever been shown in Las ceedings was heartily enjoyed. The
Vegas, and ia far superior to any Invocation was pronounced by Rev.
other sacred production.
N. B. Green, pastor of the First BapThose present at the preliminary tist church.
performance this morning were Dr.
The stage was beautifully decoratFrank H. H. Roberts, president of the ed in red and white, the school colNew Mexico Normal University; Rev- ors, and light blue and white, the colerend Norman Skinner, pastor of the ors of the class of 1913. A wainsFirst Presbyterian church; Reverend coting of red and white, interwoven,
E. C. Anderson; pastor of the First covered the walls to a height of about
Methodist church; Reverend J. S. 10 feet, ending at the top In a row
Moore, rector of St. Paul's Memorial of Las Vegas High school pennants.
Episcopal church; Professor Rufus The colors blue and white, draped
of the city from above the
Meade, superintendent
stage, made a pretty
R.
David
Boyd,
Dr.
president covering to the bower of color In
schools;
of the New Mexico University at Al- which the graduates and the school
buquerque, and P. H. LeNoir, secre'
pfficlals sat.
tary of the Y. M. C. A.

POSTAL

RULING.

The following order has been issued from the postoffice department
at Washington concerning the payment of money orders issued in Mexico on or after May 25, 1913; "In accordance with an agreement entered
into between this postal administration and that of Mexico, this department hereby directs that postmasters
refuse to pay money orders issued on
or after May 25, 1913, at any post in
Mexico unless they have received the
corresponding advices previously Indorsed by the department of posts of
Mexico City, Mexico, with a special
stamp reading: 'Visador por la direc-cioGeneral de Correos de Mexico,
D. F.' When payment is thus refused,
the holder of the order should be advised to return it to the sender."
An order abolishing the practice of
backstamping ordinary mail has also
been Issued and will take effect

-

g
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ITALIANS SUFFER REVERSES.
May 22. That
Benghazi, Tripoli,
under General
troops
Italian
the

MUSIC PUPILS TO

Ganbrattl have suffered a reverse
came known today in dispatches anGIVE A RECITAL
renouncing that they were forced to
tire after the battle with the
on May 16 at Sidi Garba near Derna. NORMAL UNIVERSITY
BE
WILL
.The Italians .advanced , in three
OF INTERESTING EV-;- j
; SCENE
columns against; the jArab' position
ENT TOMORROW NIGHT
where' they met wtih' a stubborn resistance and were finally compelled
Tomorrow night at 8 o'clock in the
to retreat to Derna, abandoning their Normal hall will occur the recital of
field guns damaged during the fight- the pupils of the department of ining.
strumental music of the New Mexico
The check is ascribed by the Ital- Normal University. This department,
ian's commander to the superior num- which is headed by Miss Marguerite
bers of the Arabs, to the fatigue of Cluxton, has done excellent work this
the Italian troops and to the difficult year. A larger number of pupils have
ground. The casualties sustained by been enrolled than ever before, and
the Arabs are said to have numbered more advanced work has been done.
500, while the Italians lost a large Beth
piano and violin are taught.
number of men and officers wounded.
At the recital tomorrow night solos
will be played by the beginning puWOMAN NOT GUILTY.
pils and by those who have advanced
Gre'iey, Colo, "May 22. Mrs. Olive several years. It is expected that the
Peters was acquitted today of a public will be pleased with the percharge of shooting and killing Thom- formances of the musicians, who are
as J. MoManmis at the Peters home- young people from all over the state.
stead in eastern Weld county March
The friends and relatives of the pu2WJKefai)Bti8i, formerly was a po- pils, and the general public as well, are
lice lieutenant in Chicago.
invited to attend the recital.
be-

...
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When your canceled check is relumed fo you by this institution that you
have made payment to the proper parties. Start a checking account and
pay all your bills by check. It is the convenient and modern way and

You

Have
Positive
Proof

you are

sure to obtain a receipt for everything you pay for.

...

We Pay 2 Per Cent Interest On the
Daily Balances of Checking Accounts

THE PEOPLES BANK
-

Capital

n

TR.UST CO.

.

So far this season the Phillies have
been the hardest team for National
TODAY S BASEBALL league warriors to beat. And before
the. season opened the dope was
i
peddled around that Dooin's crew
National League.
would never see the first division.
Chicago at Boston; rain.
While the Cubs were playing m
New York recently, Charley Murphy,
Pittsburg at Brooklyn; cloudy.
St. Louis at New York; cloudy,
the Cubs' boss, appeared at the Polo
Cincinnati at Philadelphia; cloudy. grounds decked out in gorgeous scenAmerican League.
ery the likes of which Gotham had
Boston at Chicago; cloudy.
never seen before.
Washington at Cleveland; rain.
"Big Ed" Walsh was in 60 games
Philadelphia at Detroit; cloudy.
last season, but he is not feeling
New York at St. Louis; cloudy.
well this spring and Manager CallaAmerican Association
han fears that Ed will not be able to
two take part in more than 58 or 59 games
Indianapolis at Milwaukee;
games.
,
this year.
Louisville ai St. Paul; cloudy.
Pitcher Cliff Curtis, a veteran of
Columbus at Kansas City; clear.
many campaigns, is helping the
Toledo at Minneapolis; two games. Brooklyn Superbas climb the ladder
Western League.
by clever work on the slab.
Lincoln at Des Moines; cloudy.
Char'iey O'Leary is doing great
Denver at St. Joseph; clear.
work for the Cardinals in Hauser's
Wichita at Omaha; clear.
place at short. Charley ia knocking
Topeka at Sioux City; cloudy.
them down from every angle.

.

--
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GRADUATES

'

F. B. Lehman of Santa Fe la in Laa
Vegas for a few days' business visit.
II. W. Scholtz of Ojita came in last
night for a short business visit In
Laa Vegas.
Mrs. Murray Carleton of Wagon
Mound came in last evening for a few
days' visit here.
C. S. Chrlstofferson of Ribera came
in last night for a few days' business
visit In Las Vegas. ,
D. It. Wallace of Trinidad came m
.'iast evening for a few days' business
visit in Laa Vegas.
Leon Jardes of Bernalillo came in
last evening for a few days' business
visit In Las Vegas.
D. T. Hosldns left this afternoon
for Denver where he will be on business for a few days.
Patten came in last night
P.
from his home at Trinidad for a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
M. L. Pugh of Wagon Mound drove
in last night from that place for a
few days' business visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Van Houten of
Shoemaker came in this afternoon for
a lew days' visit in the city.
W. G. Ogle returned this afternoon
from Pueblo, Colo., where he has
been on business for a short time.
for the
L. Moss, representative
Globe Overall company of Cincinnati,
was a business visitor here today.
esM. L. Schutt, a well known real
tate man of Albuquerque, came in
last night on a short business visit.
busi
Harry Davis, a well known
ness man of Albuquerque, came m
last night for a short business visit
here.
'
Mi&s Delia Mclntyre returned last
she
night from Albuquerque where
a
has. been for the past few days on
visit.
W. C. Kory, representative for tne
Joseph and Feiss Clothier company
o New York, was a business visitor

ness.

IMPORTANT

P. B. Cannes, representative foi a
cut glass firm of Chicago, drove in
e
last evening from Raton in his
touring car for a few days'
business visit in Las Vegas.
John Condon of Rociada came In
last night and left today for that
place in company with his brother,
Leo Condon, who will be a visitor in
New Mexico for several months.
C. R. Hamilton who has been a
resident of Las Vegas for the past 11
months, left this afternoon for his
home at Columbia, Mo. Mr. Hamil
ton came to Las Vegas for his health
and has improved during his residence here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hasty left this af
ternoon for their home at Rowe after
having been visitors in Las Vegas
for the pastl few days. Miss Mannie
Marsh accompanied Mr. and Mrs.
Hasty to Rowe and will remain there
for a few days.

THURSDAY, MAY 22, 1913.

LEAGUE OPENS SEASON.
Newburg, N. Y., May 22. The New
York and New Jersey league, one of
NEW

'

the most recent additions to the
snks of organized baseball, opened
its Initial season today. The league
is a
organization, the circuit
comprising Kingston, Middletown,
Poughkeepsie and Newburg, N. Y.,
Long Branch, N. J., and Danbury,
A season of 100 games wil
Conn.
be played. The closing date wi'il be
September 1
six-clu- b

'

ELKS AND I ABIES

YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
FLYNN AND COFFEY4 TO MEET.
Nations! League.
INFORMAL BAILE WILL BE GIVEN
New York, May 22. The Garden
At
12;
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia:
AT THE PRETTY HOME OF
Athletic
club has prepared an Inter0.
Cincinnati,
LODGE NO. 408
At New York: St. Louis, 4; New esting card for those attending Its
boxing show at Madison Square Garoc- York, 3.
Tonight at the Elks' home will
den tomorrow night. The feature
BrookAt
5;
Brooklyn:
Pittsburg,
cur the second In the series of ind
event will be a
2.
go between
lyn,
formal dances to be given by the
&.
Jim
the
Pueblo
and
fireman,'
Flynn,
Boston:
Boston,
At
6;
Chicago,
ones during the spring and
Jim Coffey, the "Dublin Giant." It
American
League.
summer season. The entertainment
At Chicago,: Boston, 10; Chicago,
made arrangements to
ten-roun-

d

committee has
9.
make the dance a most enjoyable af5;
At Cleveland: Washington,
ex
Is
tair in every particular. It
3.
Cleveland,
Elks
of
number
a
large
pected that
At St. Louis St. Louis, 5;, New
and their ladies will be present. Both
0.
York,
la
their
and
Elks
local and visiting
Western League.
dies are invited to be present. Dane
Moines: Des Moines, 4; II
Des
At
t. ill begin at 9 o'clock.
0.

CO!
MAN
ON

ACCUSED

OF ASSAULT

UP-

FELIPE SALAS HAS TRIAL
POSTPONED

Upon a proper showing having been
made by the defendant's counsel and
upon the recommendation of District
Attorney" Charles W. G. Ward, Judge
David J. Leahy yesterday afternoon
continued the case of Jacobo Brito,
who is charged with assault with a
deally weapon upon Felipe Salaa. The
cp Be may be called for trial during
the present term of the district court,
but it is thought it may not come up
for a hearing" until November.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock was the
time set for the trial of the case of
the State against Ramon Garcia, who
is charged with the murder of Gabriel
Gallegos, an adopted son of Sheriff
Roman Gollegos. It was expected,
however, that the attorneys for Gar
cia; Veeder and Veeder, would spend
some time in presenting argument for
continuance. Otherwise, if he were
November term of the court. It was
stated this morning that if the attorneys were able to show sufficient lo- gal cause for a delay in the trial of
the case, Judge Leahy would allow a

continaunce.

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS MEET.
Columbus, Ga., May 22. Commer-

cial travelers of two states are being
entertained in COlumous today. The
occasion of the gathering is a Joint
annual convention of the Georgia and
Florida grand' councils of the United
D. B. Cole,
Commercial Travelers.
the grand councilor for Georgia, presided at today's sessions and deliv
ered the principal address.
TO RAISE $3,000,000
Detroit, May 22 The principal
business before the northern Baptist
convention today was the report of
the finance committee as to the pro
gress Of tne $J,uuu,uuu cauiiittisu.
This movement was instituted last
approximata
year to double the
amounts spent by the Baptist church
of the Northern states in home and
foreign missions work.
RATON IS NEXT
Roswell, N. M., May 22 Raton was

tcday selected as the place for holding the 1914 convention of the State
Retailers' association convention. Visiting delegates are today inspecting
the Daton oil fields south of here,
and will conclude their convention

"
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ver, 2.
At Omaha: Wichita, 3; Omaha,. 1.
At Sioux Cy: Sioux City, 15; Topeka, 6.

h

GETS

will be the first heavyweight contest
pulled off in the metropolis for some
time.

THE OLD RELIABLE
:
DA! iT illW AGON

Llnco'in,
At St. Joseph: St. Joseph, 12; Den-

BR1T0

$111,000

STANDING OF CLUBS
National League.
Won Lost
Club
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
New

H

I?

York
--

Chicago

Pittsburg
Boston
Cincinnati

15

14

16
17
14

15
16
18

11
9

IT
2z

m

American League.
Won Lost Pet
9
.673
19
Philadelphia
Club

21

12

18
20

11

.636
.621

16

14
2d

.688
.444

...13
12

19
21

.406
.364

9

22

.290

Cleveland

Washington

'

-

Chicago
St. Louis
Boston

Detroit
New

York

Club

Denver

Western League.
Won Lost Pet.
18
17
18

-- r-

Lincoln
St. Joseph .
Des Moines
Sioux City

-

Omaha
Topeka
Wichita

-

7

19

St. Louis

b

Pet.

li
12
12

11
9

10

.643
.630
.621
.481

10
11
14
14
16
16
19

.462
.429'
.407
.321

tV-- V

X

c-- 5:'

!
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Gross, Kelly

& Co.

Sole Agents
--

-
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Otherwise, if he were

Garcia would be put at a
disadvantage by being tried at this
time, the court would order the case
to go to immediate trial.
The killirie of Gallegos occurred a
unconvinced

little more than two weeks ago in
San Jose.- Garcia claims he will be
unable to stand trial so soon after
the .alleged murder. The accused
man's bond was fixed at $5,000 at the
time of the killing. He spent two
weeks in the county jail, being unable
Should he obto furnish the bond.
tain a continuance of h!'-- , case Garcia may be compelled to remain in
jail until the November term of the
court, as it is thought he will experience difficulty in getting bondsmen.
No indictments were returned yesterday afternoon or this morning by
the grand jury. That body, however,
is hard at work in an effort to complete its labors this week.
This morning the court spent in
hearing an argument of counsel in
the case of the Placita Ranch company against Albino N. Gallegos and
others, an Injunction suit to prevent
the defendants from Using water said
to belong to the plaintiff.
-

.

BASEBALL

CALIFORNIA

NOTES.

In only two of the first 22 games
did Eddie Collins, of t,he, Athletics,

fall to make a hit. He. is leading the
American' 'league in batting.
... ,,
Clark Griffith's Washington Climbers ran into a snag or two on their
western trip, but came right back
and are still out to cop the mus'iin.
The St. Paul team leads the American association in club batting and
stand3 second in club fielding, but is
having its troubles keeping out of
the cellar at that.
Briscoe Lord, who helped the Athletics win a world's championship, ifc
back in the big show, this time with
the Boston Braves. He was with Baltimore last season.
Little old jinks has fallen off the
fence into the Cleveland ball yard.
Just as the Naps began to show some
class Manager Birmingham broke a
leg and Lajoie split a finger.
The champion Lawrence team is
piling up a big lead In the New England league race.
,

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale
from June I to September 30, 1913, daily
with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 113

Los Angeles

or San Diego

'

"'

$48.50

Special dales, shorter limit
S43.00
San Francisco - $35.00
Special dates, shorter limit
$50,00
San Francisco one way via
C77 rtn
Portland or Seattle
Special dates, shorter limit
--

Tickets .ire first class, rood
sir
,rsu ior luri.icr fitVic
in
uucuiuii,
as to routing etc.. flcsse crJi at tJd.ctr;,
D. L.

two:.:

.

v.x
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Strict engush court rule

.CANDY

FOR

INFANT

In One Caste In India
Marriage
ways Occur Before the Age
of Twelve.

foueen, Shocked at Laxity In Society,.
W
Make Erasures In Her Vle- iting List.
Queen Mary is making her Influence and her strong personality felt at
court la no uncertain manner, and
those who wish to he received and to
be held in good repute within its
charmed circle must look well to their
manner of going.
Never before have there been bo
many erasures from submitted lists
and never has the line been so sharply drawn as to the proper qualifications as at the present time, the New
"York Herald's London correspondent
states. No lady who steps out of her
sphere of true womanliness and correct feminine modeBty; no one who
lias a breath of scandal against her
or him (for the male sex is also included in the ban), and, above all, no
Individual who has figured as a principal in the divorce court need seek
fa find favor with Queen Mary, and
teuch a one applying for a "command"
(to the royal presence will surely meet
with a prompt refusal.
The queen and the king is said to
e in cordial agreement is determined that her court shall, as far as
jiossible, be one of absolute purity.
She has been much shocked at the
many causes celebree and their
details, as well as by the
recreations and amusements of
Morem. certain section
of society.
over, it is reported that the queen
views with great dislike any further
axity in connection with the divorce
aw. She regards the marriage tie
as sacred and binding, and while de- iplorlng the lightness with which in!
many cases the contracts are undertaken, she yet holds that once it has
abeen entered into It should be held

Al-

Four hundred weddings were celebrated simultaneously on a recent
Saturday at Surat, India, among members of the Lewa Kunbl caste, according to the London Mirror.
None of the brides was over twelve
years of age, the majority being from
one to six years old, while the bridegrooms varied from three to nine.
Most of the contrcting parties sat or
lay on the laps of their parents during
the ceremony, and were given sweets
to keep them quiet.
The caste only celebrates weddings
every ten or twelve years. It is quite
a common thing for the children of
the caste to be married when they are
only four, five or six years of age, but
marriages at an earlier age than four
are exceptional.
These baby brides, of course, do not
join their husbands when they are
married. They wait until they reach
the age of ten or eleven, when there
is a second marriage.
Should a baby bride's husband die
before she reaches the age for the second marriage she becomes a widow
and has to remain so all her life.
In such cases the widow at once
loses caste. Her ornaments are taken
off her and she becames a sort of outcast, looked down upon and generally
made a household drudge.
The husband, on the other hand,
Bhould his baby bride die before the
second marriage, may marry again.
In fact, he Is expected to do so within
a few months of the death of the
bride.
If he does not marry again within a
few months he loses caste. His fellows refuse to smoke or drink with
him.

It is even whispered that Queen
IN
ITALY
LAW
Mary has brought her influence to MARRIAGE
ibear on the subject to a very material
extent and that government inaction
Ceremony Is Only Legal When Per
with regard to the findings of the
formed by Mayor of Place
divorce commission is thus not
Where Couple Reside.
m little accounted for.
In Italy marriage by law is a civil
UEER WHIMS FOR FUNERALS contract, only legal when performed
by the mayor of the place in which the
Englishman's Coffin Made of 4,000 couple who desire to be married reMatchboxes
Unusual Burial
side, or his assessor, and it must be
at Sea.
performed in the city chamber.
Some hotels and not a few pensions
An enormous
crowd gathered at In Rome are the constant resort of
Chester a few months ago to witness needy adventurers with titles real or
,4 he funeral of an electrical
engineer, spurious to their names, Duke This
who was carried to the cemetery in and Prince That, who are always on
ai coffin that had been laboriously conthe lookout for money, says the Chrisstructed by himself out of 4,000 match-- ' tian Herald. Aided, it may be, by
"ixcs. These, with their tops visible some one In the hotel or pension, they
' d advertising their respective mak-- '
get acquainted with a rich American
v. were varnished over and strength-- i family with marriageable daughters.
:1 inside with wood. On the coffin To one of these love is made and mar
v;:s placed an electric battery, says rlage is arranged.
J
:;idon
Such have no difficulty in finding a
Some years ago a maiden lady died
to perform their ceremony. It
priest
;
Calemis-sur-Lyin France, who la done. Then the adventurer deserts
s reported to have been a cham-- j the
girl, and she has no remedy. Some
n snuff taker. She enjoyed singu-- I few
years ago a young girl was so
!y good health, retained all her treated. Her pseudo husband, having
j ji ntal faculties and died at a ripe secured her money, left her and mar
;:.l age.
Her funeral waa most ex-- ried civilly and legally an Italian
Her wish was that her woman with whom he was in love.
iiordinary.
rcuin should be filled with tobacco, The victimized girl shot dead her b
floor of the mortuary chamber
trayer and his wife. Recognizing th
"
with it and the heir to the
provocation she had received, she wag
to
.i r.pcrty charged
scatter tobacco left unpunished. Another girl eimil'
') fore the hearse on the way to the
arly betrayed committed suicide.
k.cmetery.
A lady u ho left Liverpool some time
Our Haughty Crests.
ago by the Lucania crossed the AtThe
feathers
of the day are not suit
on
lantic
a unique mission. A prominent New York business man, who ed to the locomotion of the day.
A lady wno has one of the new
Hied recently, directed in his will that
ms remains should be cremated and smart low automobiles, and several of
the ashes scattered on the waters of the new. long, upstanding plumes
adorning her new small hats, finds the
fihe Atlantic from a Cunard steamer.
,fl"he Lucania, being the special favo- task of reconciling her headgear with
around rather temper-rite of the deceased gentleman, was her way of getting
trying.
Selected, and the lady in question, at
If she only had to lower her
a time fixed, so that simultaneously
the family could attend a memorial haughty crest and butt into her car
(service in New York, cast the ashes like a goat at a cat, it would be only
' (from an urn Into
the ocean. A cer- temporary inconvenience. Once in,
tificate was given by the captain of the plume is again in the way of the
the Lucania stating the latitude and roof, and must either be Injured or
(longitude in which the ashes were its wearer's head must be bowed as if
in grief for the whole of the Jourkommitted to the deep.
nt
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WHAT IS NEEDED

BRIDES

!

Mr

Mrs. Kutter Cutrate is advertising
some beautiful house gowns at a bar
gain.
Mr. Kutter Well, our house doesn't
need a gown, but it does need a coat

of paint.

THE CARD CLUB

NOTICE OF REDEMPTION OF MORA
COUNTY FRACTIONAL BONDS
Notice is hereby given to the holders of Mora county six per cent Fractional Funding Bonds of the issue ot
August second, A. D. 1897, payable
at any time after August second, 1907,
and on or before the second day of
August, 1917, at the option of the
board of county commissioners of said
county of Mora, New Mexico, that upon the
presentation of the said Fractional bonds at the office of the treasurer of the said county of Mora, New
Mexico, on or before the first day of
July, A. D. 1913, the said treasurer
will redeem the said bonds
by paying

NOTICE

a

well-know- n

ly refused the application, saying to
Willie that it was "no place for the
likes of him to be at the dinner."

"No for the likes of me" was
fle's indignant rejoinder. "I've been
Bn the company of gentlemen from 11
to 4 o'clock maist days for the last
B0 year, and that's malr than you can
Bay!" Youth's Companion.
Do Not Fear Disarmament.
"Worldwide disarmament wouW not

i

embarrass the great Krupp concern
In Germany. The technical director
lot the corporation says: "It will affect
t:n little. Persons generally believe
that the Krupps exist solely for the
teamifacture of war material, but this
Ss erroneous. They forget that we
produce about 4.000 tons of steel dally,
jwer material being almost a side line.
JiT a worldwide disarmament was sud-aly effected we would proceed much
the same as before."
'Had Not Fair Chance In Life.

'
Recent statistics as to the life
kory of the Inmates of the Elnilra
i;N. Y.) reftirtHHtory. the prison to
ot liters under the ag of 25
i tfe!ir 'first conviction, show
f "iit ot Uievn wer raised

;

his--

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com

A

COLUMN

munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in

CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENTS

W. M., H. S

.an

Petten, Secretary.

o O. MOOSE Meets second aa
.'onrth
evening eaal
Thursday
month at VV. O. W. Hall. Vlsltiaj

t

brothers cordially invited. Dr.
W
J. Thoraaii;
Houf, Dictator;
Secretary.

Wm. P. Mills,

vited.
FOR

RATES

L

J

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO.
O. of B b.
every

iets

I.

cent par line eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lew space than two
lines. All
advartl merit
charged
will be booked at space actually
t,
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
o'clock i. ai. Visiting brother ar
alar conclave w. 4 Tiies"Invited
Isaac
cordially
j-day In each month at Ma
Appal,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
President; Charle Greenclay, See
Kink el, K.
Chas. Tarn me. Reretary.

A.fjk

C;

corder.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meet every Monday evening al
their hail on Sixth street All vlslV
lng brethren cordially invited to eV
tend. F. D. Fries, N. 0.; Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. El wood.

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHAPTER
MASONS

1.

NO. 3. ROY-

Regilar

con

vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

PUBLICATION.

54t
tlrsi

Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery truste.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
April l, 1913.
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Notice Is hereby given that
S. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
CIddio of Kast Laj Vegas, who,
m. Id Masonic Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
at
7:30
p.
on December 16, 1907, made home'
Mrs. J. O. Rutledfe, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
stead entry. No. U3201, for W
NV
Mrs.
of each month at 8 p. m.
tron;
Mondays
Agnes
Secretary.
Tripp,
Yt. section 31, W
SW
section 30,
C. H. Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
329.
Mala
Telephone
14
M, raise 17 E, N. M. P.
township
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local DepM., has filed notice t.f intention fo WANTED Position by responsiDle
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
middle
uty. Visiting members are espewoman.
X.,
aged
Inquire
make five year proof, to establish
102 Mees every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially invitOptic.
claim to the land above described, beO. R. C. Hail, on Douglas avenue,at
ed.
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commis
8 o'clock.
are
WANTED
Man
to
with
do
Visiting
family
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
ATTOltNKVh
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
general farm work. W. W- - Lynam,
June 7, 1913.
Jl
diver
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
Watrous, N. M.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
HUNKER & HUNKER
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Pedro
CIddio, East
Abeyta and
George H. HunkeT Chester A. Hutu
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru-jlll- LOCAL PARTNER WANTED No in
Attorney-at-Lavestment all steel sectional garog-- B. P. O. ELKS Meet second and Las
"How is your wife getting along at
Las Vegas, N. M., Luclnda J. de
New Men'
Vegas
fourth Tuesday evening of eacb
es and small buildings, very attrac
her card club?"
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
month Elks homo on Ninth stre?
"Fine. So far nobody's put up a
tive proposition fullest sales coDENTISTS
MANUEL R. OTERO,
better lunch than she did."
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarPermanent,
operation.
profitable,
Register.
cordially inyited. Gov. Wm. DR. E. L. HAMMONC, DENTUT
Ruby Manufacturing company, Jack
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConCrockett Building
son, Mich.
TAX PAYMENTS
Mm
Office Telephone
u
don, Secretary.
House Telephone
Mils 1
notice is nereoy given that any
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
CIL NO. 804. Meet
econd and
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject FOR RENT Desirable light house
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
Dentist
to a penalty of five per centum.
Pioneer building.
Dental work of any description
keeping rooms, modern, with SleepVisiting members are cordially invited. Richard moderate prices.
Further notice is hereby given, that
ing porch. 1030 Fifth street.
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
Device, G. K.; Frank Angel, Y. 8.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
published of the public sale of all run ttjuAT iarnisnea bouse or
East Las Vegas, N M.
NO.
DORADO
LODGE
I
rooms for light housekeeping.
property upon which taxes of A. D,
Miss EL
1912 remain unpaid at the date Bet
Richley, 508 Main avenue.
KNIGHTS OF PV Professional Health Culture for Ladiet
for such sale, and such property upMRS. OLLIE SHEARER
TH AS Meets
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin FOR
RENT Two
housekeeping
ery Monday even General Massage, Hair and Scalp
rooms. 414 Seventh street.
Manicure
quent, will bd sold as required by the
ing in Castle Hall Treatment, Facial Massage,
session Laws of 1913.
Hotel.
Plaza
Visiting
Knighti
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14, FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
.re cordially invlt Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
1913.
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights
ti. Chaa. LlebacB
Cure for Stomach Disorders.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Disorders of the stomach may be
Chancellor
aer,
Treasurer and
Collector, San
Eighth street.
Commander. Harrj avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
Miguel County, N. M.
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and have been
effected by these tablets
B'OR RENT Modern furnished flat. Seal.
Sold by all defers.
511 Ninth street.
"And how did the visitors treat
Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
you?"
E353ESE253S31S1
"Treat me? Why, I've been doing collar and harness galls heal up
all the treating."
quickly when BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT Is applied. It is both heal.
ing and antiseptic. Price 25c, 60c FOR SALE Household goods. Geo.
THE IDEA
From Distilled Water Free from Baeteria or Germs of any
and J1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Dice, 1002 Eleventh street.
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
Vin-cent-

Wanted

I

Vlc-torln-

e

ONE-SIDE-

D

For Rani

I

CRYSTAL IGE

For Sate

Drug Co.

CANARY BIRDS' for sale.
East National avenue.

11

1

i

V

r

diver

Her Help.
"The fact ot the matter is, I never
amounted to anything jefore I was
married."
"Why are you going to church so
"Then you give your wife credit for
early, Mildred?"
awakening your ambition?"
"To pray for my sweetheart'
"No; for making it necessary for
"But I dln't know you had on."
me to get out and hustle." Chicago
"I haven't that's why,"
Record-Herald-

if

BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

100

W

ing

something

you

'd do any

FLOUR really

AUTOMOBILE,

I
I

i

i
7

FRENCH- GREY (STER- .

.

LINUJ

ritiiMi
rmian

ob- -

tained in this city from

ALL GROCER.S

1200 Lincoln Ave

,

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs.. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

.

.. ...20c per
25c

per
30c per
...40c per
50c per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lb.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
rdwood Finishing, Papar Hb(1bi
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old To
Side PllM

,

nt

LOCAL

THE

CARD

EAST BOUND

Arrive
2.
No
No. 4..
No
No. 10. .

EMPRESS
can be

lbs

HERMAN

SILVER
p LATE
BEAUTIFUL

lbs
lbs
lbs

429 GRAND AVE.

is. g

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

100
100
100
100

per
per
40c per
50c per
25c

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity a
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.

CARRIAGE

AND

N. O.

20c

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

SIGN PAINTING

MAN PROCESS

LU

2000 lbs or more, each delivery
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

by GER-

Made

S x!

FOR SALE A good refrigerator; J.
C. Baker, Normal or Y. M. C. A.

It 's giving you
a present for do-

way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

3

chicks 10 cents. Thorough
bred Single Comb Rhode Island
Reds and Barred Rocks. Mrs. Geo.
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.

BABY

Silver Spoon
you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR

"And her mean husband thinks she's
!

It

RENT Three sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street.

aj

---

Apply 307

FOR

VUi

I

This elegant Rogers'

extravagant."
"Why?"
Revising School Studies.
"Just because Bhe insists on having
Let no one say that the schools
FIdo's
monogram stamped on his dog
to
a
able
rut
are
and
have fallen into
see no possibility beyond their rou- biscuits."
tine. There Is a school in Oregon,
in a rural village, where credits are
THE REASON
given to the children for the "chores"
they do at home, for milking the cow,
feeding the chickens, chopping the
firewood and similar tasks, which a
few years ago all country children
used to have to perform. Similarly in
the Erasmus Hall high school in
Brooklyn there is a teacher who is
giving his pupils "credits" for doing
the family marketing. Of course, we
suppose these Brooklyn children when
they grow up will do their marketing
by telephone or wireless, or not at all
if the kitchen, which is now becoming
a kitchenette, disappears entirely. But
what a vivid idea of history it gives
them to
it themselves, after
the manner of their grandfathers and
grandmothers! New York Tribune.

.

FOR

RESTAURANT

THE BEST

1

Holes could, no doubt, be made in

the top of cars for hat trimmings to
These
go through in fine weather.
might be regarded in the light of roof
gradens or roof feather farms, and
would snrely enhance the appearance
of covered cars.
After all, knights of old wore their
plumes above closed visors! London
;
Sketch.

OPTIC

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

the full face value thereof together
with all legal accrued interest.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
MORA, NEW MEXICO,
By JOHN GANDERT,
Attest:
Chairman.
TITO MELEXDEZ,
Clerk of said board.
JOHN R. STRONG,
Treasurer and
Collector of
the County of Mora, .Yew Mexico.

ney.

Retort
Lang Willie'
A Scotch caddie Is almost certain
fo be a shrewd observer of men and
(things, and he is frequently gifted
jwith a sharp tongue.
"Lang Willie" was for many years
figure on the St. Andrews golf links. On the occasion of
iLouIs Kossuths visit to St. Andrews,
A public dinner was given in his honor, and Willie applied for a ticket to
(the bailie who was In charge of the
iarrangements. The worthy man curt-

J5he

15he

No.
No.
No.
No.

1

.

.

3..
7..

Be'par
9:10 p. m
;15
.11:05 p. m
11:05 p. s
2:05 a. m.. . . . 2:10
1:45 p m
2:18
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
1:4s p.
. 6:10
a. m
6:15 a.
4:3d p.
, 4:20 p. m
. 6:35 p. m
7:00 p. a
.

.

Market Finders
i

Classified adj. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT B BY the particular thing 1 worth meat

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST o somaoi
who reads the ads. in thia newspaper and would sever
hear t
your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana er ads. in this new5aper want (a
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, article of sefulness of any sort, and musical

strument.

As the classified ada. are read bj ail posslnle buye:a, of all
aible sort of thlsgs, they have com to be finder of tli best
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Outdoor Costumes of the Latest
Make-up- ,
and Approved Material
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OF

BEYOND

OLD
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Who Were Shanghaied From
Norfolk, Va., Seek Satisfaction

Men

Pi

C

'

--

From Authorities.

they had been changhaied at the point
of a pistol and forced to work their
way as seamen to Hamburg when they
thought that they were going to ship
to Boston, says the Philadelphia Times.
The immigration authorities are handling the case and a deputy United
States marshal, accompanied by the
two men, is on the way to Norfolk
to arrest the ageut who shipped them.
The two young men met last November in Norfolk, Va. Both were out
"Lemme un'stan'. Is er locksmlt er
of employment and sought work about
the docks. They were met, according man dat knows all 'bout how ter open
to their story, by an alleged crew ship- all kin's er locks?"
"Co'se he is."
ping agent, who offered to book them
"Well, I dunno how 'tis, but I sholy
on the steamer Dortmund of the
American
line, which was lying see it."
"What did you done see?"
at the docks. The young men were
"Er locksmif down in de mahket
told that the ship was bound for Boshis chickens."
ton. They accompanied the agent to
an o(5 ce.
They say that they met a Swede on
VERY SICK.
the way and he consented to go along.
to
were
asked
The three
sign shipping papers, but the Swede refused to
sign until he had read them. This
angered the agent, who is alleged to
have drawn a revolver and knocked
the Swede unconscious.
The young men- say that they were
given about $3 worth of clothing and
put aboard the ship. Then they
learned that they were bound for Hamburg instead of Boston, but were
furced to work. When the steamer
reached the other side of the Atlantic
the young men went to- Consul General Skinner at Hamburg and
lodged their complaint. Mr. Skinner
sent them back to this country to
make their complaint to tlie immigration authorities.
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DEMAND

PROPER

CARE

Are Hardworked Members of the Body
and Deserve Better Treatment
Than They Receive.

Women who spend hours caring for

their hands pay little attention to their
feet They are such hardworked members of the body that they deserve betr
ter treatment.
Feet are best kept in condition by
shoes that fit. Never economize in

f

SUICIDES MALE AND FEMALE
The skirt has a shaped edge to
right front, which is laid on the left Three German Men to One Woman
in a wrapped seam; buttons and loops
Kill Themselves, According to
"Husband, were you really visiting
friend last night?" ;.
trim the upper part, and a material
Prussian Statistics.
, ,. ,,
"I was."
panel is let inat foot
"And was he really sick?"
The bodice has a large collar and
If Prussian statistics give any Idea
email re vers of purple satin, these of the relative proportion, then women
"He was; and no wonder. He nev
turn back from a vest of finely tucked must be much fonder of life than men, er won a pot."
net; buttons and a lace frill trim the for more than three men commit suifront.
cide for every woman who takes her
CAREER
DOWNWARD
The lower part of sleeve has the own life.
flat
in
the
set
under
fulness
upper
According to the Berlin correspondpleats; the cuffs are deep and shaped ent of the Lancet, the number of sulIn a point at upper edge.
fides in Prussia showed a slight de
Hat of purple Tagel, trlmped with crease during the year 1911, when 21
a rope of small flowers.
cases were registered for each 100,000
Materials required: 5 yards serge, of the population, as compared with 22
46 inches wide,
.
yard satin 20 Inches in 1910. The actual number of pert YH
wide,
yard tucked net 18 inches sons who took their own lives was
of whom 6,394 were men and 2.02S
yard lace for front.
wide, 7 buttons,
were women.
The relatively highest proportion' d
GORGEOUS EVENING GOWN.
suicides namely, 35 for each 100,000
occurred in the province of Brandenburg; next came Berlin, with 32
per 100,000.
The tendency to commit suicide Increases with the age, the proportion
per 100,000 at various age periods beBetween fifteen and
ing as follows:
twenty-fivyears, 26; betweeen thirtj
and forty years, 23; between sixty and
seventy years, 52; between seventj
and eighty years, 61, and over eighty
"They say Bill Collie is very dissivears. 63.
pated."
About 25 per cent, of suicides are
"Yes; he's going to the men fast"
said to be caused by insanity. In MS
cases bodily suffering, in 609 cases al
VERY LIKELY
coholic excess, in 942 cases sorrow
the
were
and in 604 cases remorse
In 1.7S6 cases the
rnnHos nssic-nednause was absolutely unknown.
The smallest number of suicides
:
happened on Fridays and Sundays,
and the highest number on Mondays
and Tuesdays.

shoe leather, and do not yield to vanity
and get footgear that is too small.
Frequent bathing keeps the feet
from being tired and swollen and It
prevents roughness of the skin that
leads to callous spots.
Water in which a bit of washing
soda has been dissolved Is restful. Hot
salt water is equally refreshing, while
a vigorous rubbing with alcohol will
quickly relieve a burning sensation.
Pumice stone, used frequently, keeps
the skin smooth. It is especially necessary on the heels and on the ball of
the foot, where the weight of the body
rests in walking.
Never cut the nails too short, as they
are more likely to become ingrown, j
And file them smooth with sandpaper,
eo they will not catch and pull the
threads of your stockings.
Occasionally visit a chiropodist. Ha
will detect any irregularity in the
growth of nails and money and pain

are

--

'

Walking Costume. For this no
material is better suited than face
cloth; any color would look well.
The skirt is quite plain and is cut a
smart length.
The coat has a deep basque; a patent leather belt hides the join where
It is set to the upper part; the fronts
of this are laid on with wrapped
earns; embroidery trims the large
collar, which is of material, and is
cut In points at front; below these
two buttons are sewn.
Hat of satin to match, trimmed with
a feather mount.
Materials required: 5 yards cloth
48 Inches wide, 1 dozen yards braid,
6 yards silk or Batin for lining coat.
Smart Dress. Navy serge of very
flue qua'lty is selected here.

FEET

Si

I

saved.

Braid.
Twenty-fivyears and more ago
to spare
every one who had a, moment
was making lace from the
There were collars
rick-racbraid.
rick-racedgings
of
rick-raccuffs
of
entire ove
even
rick-racand
of
made
dresses for the small daughter
time,
short
a
Within
braid.
this
of
tlie tiny bundles of the braid bavs
and
again appeared in the Btores,
have made a strong bid for popularity,
Alaccording to the Newark News.
attractive
some
very
ready one sees
needlework made with this braid as a
foundation. Bandings of It are being
nsed for trimming wash gowns and
table
icme
exceptionally pretty
doilies and runners are edged with
rick-rac- k
trimming.
Rick-Rac-

i

.

H'J'Y;-- i'.
.

Lh'sb .

k

time-honore- d

1

Initial Bluff.
"I didn't know you had so many
initials," said one man to another who
had been lucky enough to secure an
Interview with the capitalists. I near
ly dropped over when you told the hoy
that J. K. H. Allen wished to see tne
boss. What do they all stand for?
"Nothing." said the man of many
initials. "J. for John is the only one
1 have any right to. The rest are add-ed just for effect. It was on their
Mrs. Jones She thinks her husband
strength that I got in to see you.
him
"A string of letters will secure you Is perfection, and yet she watche3
a
like
hawk.
not
almost
an interview
anywhere;
Mrs. Smith I reckon she thinks
printed on a card never send in your he's too
good to be true.
card if you are unknown and not prop,
with
and
but
Introduced
spoken
erly
like that so
emnlisisiR .T. K.
TWO VIEWS
the boy will thin! you are somebody
and will take care to repeat those
blessed Initials with the same force.
Not one man In a million will turn
you down if you' fan get yourself announced that way."
1

k

Shower for Bride.
While the bride to whom such a
function would be helpful is still
showered and wisely with linen, kitchen belongings or provisions, even
affairs are apt
these
nowadays to be given with some new
twist without losing their practical
character.
For instance, many brides this year
will be showered with aluminum instead of the ordinary kitchen tins and
enamels. This is, of course, more ex-- !
pensive than the tin shower, but it
Is more worth while, and by selecting
the smaller necessaries or by combining funds for the larger article
Tryoa9' purse can be suited.

El

iiJp5

e

Aluminum

"Where shall I go?'
"What shall I do?"

m;v"

'

1.

Advertising

"What shall I wear?"
"What shall I eat?M
"Where shall I live?',
And so on down the long list
of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, progressive newspaper.

e

hrw
n;
7i

.
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Advancement In Argentina.
a
Argentina is about to put through
number of large engineering schemes.
The municipality 0 Bahia Blanca is
asking for estimates for a drainag
scheme to cost $1,500,000. A new water supply and sewerage scheme is to
be undertaken in the capital, which
An im
will cost over $20,000,000.
portant electric light and power plant
will probably be the outcome of the
arrangements now treiiig concluded between the governments of Argentina
and Orn7.il for utilidne the IguazU
waterfalls, which aftord sufficient wa
ter power to supply the two states
Safc-- -i
and also the republic of Uruguay with
just love a Eood skate, wasn'l
I wottW. too, if It
hundred
a
fte
for
Yes,
fire
and
"probsbly
light
W.lhe morning &Ker.
n.- years to come."

People read advertising now
for instruction and information,
as well as for its "bargain" possibilities.
New ideas, new thoughts,

spirations and suggestions

1

j

An evening gown of yellow satin
with lace tunic and drapery of beads.
Trimming of yellow and orange flow-

ers.

Newest Handkerchiefs.
are
Embroidered handkerchiefs
used more generally than ever before,
and the woman who need not spend
hours embroidering shirt waists and
linen dresses will surely find time for
initialing at least her own handker
chiefs. Hand hemstitched handkerchiefs of sheer linen can be bought
for 75 cents in a quality worth embroidering. Wreaths, single-- iritialr
or three in a row, or Irregular band
Ing of embroidery all armnid the
handkerchief can be mads.
,

Tobruch of a Change mar-Don't yoD find the
V?ell isnt Alice soon going to
stone age interesting?
Mrs Iihmw Yt-know. Sfce says the
indeed! Wil 'yJ'?.ckM,
Bhows 1ot-lie's just that age now; but It's aw- - dates to give M
fully hard on the windows. Brooklyn mo tenant xnotin pictures.
Good

Mrs. Highbrow

Night!
n

Ufa

.

.,

i

in-

con-

stantly come to you if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.
Don't neglect your ad

read-

ing in

me

'

V

i

5

Sri

The days of the oyster pirates and
old wind jammers were recalled when
Walter McGirth, son of a North Carolina farmer, and Ebert Cocran, son of
a former Pittsburg banker, told how

"
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LOCAL NEWS

Good to stixrt dinner
with, good to wind up

A nice line
MURPHEY'S.

mead with

OLny

Light automobile

CALIFORN IA

Ripe Olives
25c

35c
50c
S1.50 Cans

Car s

Cans
Cons-70- c
Cans

75c Bottles

iMaaqgaiBaiissaffi

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

is no lye

IIIT1

"HITS
"THE RIND

Highest In

i

THAT

IS NOT

fj THE CAN

FRUITS"
LYE-PEELE-

In Flavour

Quality-Delici- ous

Insist on "Hunts"

if

you want the highest

quality in canned fruits

At

II. STEARNS

J.

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

Eaynolds, Vice President.
3. B, Davis, Vice President

E. B,

FIRST NATIONSBANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M

'

Capital, $100,000 Sdrpits, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ao
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest PstSJ on

ir-i-

m

i

at

lamps

Time Deposits

fir

U

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Screen Doors

and Screens

at

o'clock this evening.

CORRESPONDENCE
CARDS AND PAPER for GRADUATION GIFTS at MUURPHF.Y'S.

LUDWfG

The Betts Bros.
Monument company of Denver has just erected a
very fine monument on the January
lot iu the Masonic cemetery.

L,

liiii.

ILFELD

SaTOIosxMotion

Bridge Street
L- -J

LIGGETT'S GRADUATION
OLATES at MURPHEY'S.

w

afteU-noo-

15

And Ccwsion

.

For

The old type wooden type -writing demand" the little wooden table were only adaptations

CHOC

The largest score that has oeen
made on the Elks' alleys was made
Pinch's Golden Wedding nye, aged last Tuesday evening by Harry Mar
In the wood. Direct from the distil- tin. Martin's score was 251, and will
lery to you. At the ixlby, of course. be placed at the head of the list of
high scores.
Word received from Albuquerque
Wanted Two good farm hands. Ap
states that the condition of David C.
Welch is much improved, and that ply S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth street.
the doctors think that he will recover
from his Injuries.
Saturday Cutler Brothers will give
to all children under 12 years of age
INITIAL
PAPER and CORRES- play money of different denominaPONDENCE
CARDS for GRADUA tions. This money is issued by a fire
insurance company which has an idea
TION GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.
that with this sort of amusement
A called communication of Chap many fires that originate from, the
man lodge No. 2 A. P. and A. M., will carelessness of children will be done
be held this evening All members away with.
and visitors invited to attend, 7:30
BOOKS suitable for GRADUATION
p. m.
GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.
LIGGETT'S CHOCOLATES FRESH
The band concert given last night
and ESPECIALLY
BOXED for the
at Hilsite park by the Greater Las
SWEET GIRL GRADUATE, at
Vegas band was well attended by
both the East side citizens and West
The Royal Neighbors of America side residents. The concert was ex
will meet Friday evening at 8 o'clock cellent and was much appreciated by
in the Woodmen of the World hall on those present. The band has improvSixth street. All members are urged ed greatly since its last concert and
to be present.
plays the best band music. It is quite
possible that the band will give one
concert in the Hilsite park every
more
a
box
than
Nothing
pleasing
can be
el;, and if arangements
of LIGGETT'S
CHOCOLATES, for
made, more than one may be played.
your GRADUATION GIFT, at
The next concert will be given this
evening at the Plaza park and will
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts of the start at, 7:45 o'clock.
New Mexico Normal University has
been notified that he has been electof COMMENCEBig assortment
ed by the University of Denver as MENT BOOKS at MURPHEY'S.
professor extra mura. This Is quite
The Woman's club met yesterday
an honor, as such professorships are
at the Commercial club
extremely rarely given in this
room for the regular meeting that
was to have been held last week.
COMMENCEMENT
BOOKS, LIG- Regular business occupied the afterGETT'S
CHOCOLATES
in fancy noon. Various committees were Inboxes, INITIAL PAPER AND COR- structed to work on special business
of the club. The public hea'ith comRESPONDENCE
CARDS at
mittee again will take up with the
city council the matter of the abolThere will be a special meeting of ishment of the fly. Mrs. D. L. Batch-elo- r
was elected treasurer to take
Ransford Chapter No. 2 O. E. S. Friday evening at 8 o'clock in Mason- the place of Mrs. Jake Stern, wno
ic Temple. A large class will be init- has resigned.
The meeting showed
iated, after which refreshments will that all the members are much interbe served. All officers and members ested in the work of civic betterment.
are urged to be present Visiting
members are cordially Invited to atNOTICE.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
tend. By order of the worthy matron.
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
Agnes M. Tripp, Secretary.
lakes, which are the two northernDr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the New Mexico Normal Univer- - of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
stiy, and Mrs. Roberts this morning person will be allowed to hunt or
entertained the members of the sen- fish upon this property except memior class of the insttiutlon at a break bers of the club, and all persons gofast at the Castaneda hotel. Dr. ing there must be prepared to show
David R. Boyd of Albuquerque, presi a membership card In this organizaOtherwise they will be arrestdent of the New Mexico "state uni- tion.
versity, was guest of honor. The ed for trespassing.
breakfast was a most enjoyable funcTHE LA JARA HUNTING
tion.
AND FISHING CLUB.

Ohlrt Steel
TYPEWRITES

and E Waists, the best waist
made, the 50, 65c and 75c kind at
K

tweds ofp3rtia:!ar stg:oftrpkcTS.
letterheads.
No dramrs to collect dirt sxul cause
ut
confusion. No crumpled papers
liftingto follow liht;
takes up Utile room i ijives ample jpace.

Come toddy and inspect it.
ROSENTHAL

MS

C0.:

FURNITURE

Opposite the Y M. C. A.
EAST LAST VEGAS. N. M.

GREENBERGER

Henry Monsimer, a merchant who
has conducted a store on Pacific
street for several years, has sold his
place to George Hermann. Mr.
expects to go to California,
where he will locate permanently.

'i;!-'''

Mon-sim-

of Guymon, Okia.,
Philip
who is here to attend the summer
school of the New Mexico Normal
University, is a strong believer in the
efficiency and influence of that in
stitution. Mr. Power, who has been
taking summer work at the Normal
for the past two years, will receive
this year the degree of bachelor of
Mrs. Power is here also
pedagogy.
to attend the school. Mr. Power is
superintendent of schools at Guymon.
OFFICER IS ACCUSED
Roswell, N. M., Moy 22. J. E. Zum- walt, one of the three officers who
illed "Crum" Van Cleve while trying
to arrest him Monday night, was today
bound over to the grand Jury in justice court. Judge L. H. Dabbs held
him because he was out of his juris
diction, being a city policeman while
the other two were county officers.
The killing occurred 25 miles from
town.
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The Best Medium Grade

.

etc.

Cotton Mattress Made

Our Leader at $12. OO
The Equal of Any $15.00
to $18.00 Mattress on the
Market

J. C. JOHNSEN

& SON

Exclusive Local Agents

$150 will buy 2 good building lots on
$G00 will buy 3 good building
lot on
$950 will buy 4 room adobe house on

Tilden avenue.
,
Fifth street.
a good corner.
room frame house on 2 lots well improved

$1300 will buy nice 5
on Eighth street.
$1000 will buy modern frame house

the auto bandit charged with the murder of Detective Peter Hart, was
found guilty on his second trial today
and sentenced to imprisonment for

y

j

5

rooms,

2

lots on Jackson Jtj

street.
will buy modern 6 room house, all Improvements, Includ2. lots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy . beautiful modern 8 room house, everything
3 lots, best location on hill.
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
-- WE CAN SUIT YOU
$3250

ing furnace, on

life.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

THE INVESTMENT

PRIVATE board with or without
Mrs. Del Chambers, 710
.room.

&

AGENCY

Grand avenue.

CORPORATION

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager. 1

603 Lincoln Ave,

Telephone

CRYSTAL BUTTE

in

IS MADE

P

AS

1

THE BEST THAT

!

CAN BE MADE

FROM

TEUR.IZED CREAM
ASK YOUR.

GROCER.

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMEE Y Co
IT

n

$5,

6

and $7 Suits

C:i1

a.re heed- quarters tor tresh
We

I

tin

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.

and
Fruits in Season

Vegetables

Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.

CHOICE OF THE HOUSE

AT THE HOME OF THE BEST

OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

75c, 85c

and 95c Boy Shirts
Wvist 40c

Ring out the old mistaken methods.

en i

STRAVBERSIES
i! CHERRIES

BEN LEWIS. Prop.
See our line of Boy Scout Suits and

Shoes

BMF u

AH

THE ELAINE FELTED COTTON

AND

EVERY

Ring in the new correct ones.

DAY

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

THE PALACE CL0. CO.

"F.

Now

K

v

Spinach
Asparagus
Green Onions, etc.

I

"

.

Better Milk For a Better Town

Carrots

I

'

$6.00 to $10.00 in Price

KEBY GOODS

Turnips

UAYVARD

"

the &wtmmT

WEBB FOUND GUILTY.
Chicago, May 22. Robert Webb,

WANTED Plain sewing.
Vegas 292.

.
-

I

Get Your
SPRING MATFHESS

,

Lettuce
Radishes
Beets

l

Few Days Only

STAND AND CACHET

Tiia aitmefcloifrMiitteeis iieejoci

M

DISCOUNT
a.

That your boy may have a new
suit for commencement.

for the stenographer.

.

.

SUITS

the
Ilirngoml make with trousers
cut full and loose and lined
throughout

Phone Main 379

INITIAL

CHILDREN'S

A full line of every age of

made to order.

Try a dram ot Ola Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
Strawberries
Bananas
Apples
Grape Fruit
Oranges
Black Tartarian Cherries,

ONjDYSjND

We have a complete
line of both. Screens

7: 4S

A big
line of APPROPRIATE
GRADUATION PRESENTS at

"
STORE
STEARNS'
a

THERE

BOOKS

of GIFT

II

CO. STORE

uiiiiiiiitiiuuiiiioiimiiiiiiimtiiitH

BOUCHER

Si

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street

J

PHONE

MAIN 4

and 21

Las Vegas, New Mex
4
A.M. and 2 P. M.
Milking Time

i

